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Results on infrared spectroscopy of intercalated graphite provide

information on the lattice mode structure complementing the findings
on the electronic structure. The use of Raman spectroscopy to study
adsorbed species on graphite surfaces is demonstrated.
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1.0

Abstract

Under this grant a study was carried out of the electronic and
optical properties and modeling of intercalated graphite.

Graphite inter-

calation compounds are synthetic metals with a density much less than that
of copper.

By the introduction of molecular intercalants, molecular

conductors have been prepared which in some cases have room
electrical conductivities comparable to that of copper.

temperature

In addition these

materials can have an in-plane to c-axis anisotropy ratio in the electrical
conductivity in excess of a million.

Graphite intercalation compounds are

therefore potentially useful for various applications in airborne systems.
The research program carried out under this grant was directed toward gaining
an increased understanding of graphite intercalation compounds in order to be
able to produce better materials with more controlled physical properties.
A major contribution of our work has been the formulation of a model for the
electronic structure, applicable to compounds of arbitrary stage and intercalant.
The model has been applied to the interpretation of our Shubnikov-de Haas
measurements which probe the effect of intercalation on the Fermi surfaces
of these materials.

The model has also been extended to calculate for the

first time the magnetic energy level structure of intercalated graphite, which
is required to interpret our magnetoreflection spectra.

These spectra provide

detailed and quantitative information on the effect of intercalation on the
electronic structure of intercalated graphite.

Both the magnetoreflection and

the Shubnikov-de Haas experiments require high magnetic fields and utilize the
unique capabilities of the facilities at the Francis Bitter National Magnet
Laboratory.

Results on infrared spectroscopy of intercalated graphite provide
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information on the lattice mode structure, complementing the findings on the
electronic structure.

The use of Raman spectroscopy to study adsorbed

species on graphite surfaces is demonstrated.

2.0

Personnel Involved with Research Program

M. S. Dresselhaus,
G. Dresselhaus,

Principal Investigator

Co-Principal Investigator

B.L. Heflinger, Graduate Student (Surface Adsorption, left September 1979)
S.Y. Leung, Graduate Student (Infrared measurements, modeling of
electronic dispersion relations)
S.A. Safran,

Post-doctoral Student (theory; left September 1978)

C. Underhill, Research Engineer (experimental support, funded by MIT
Mauze Chair, left June 1980).
T.C. Chieu, Graduate Student (Magnetoreflection experiment, Landau level
calculation)
M. Shayegan, Graduate Student (Shubnikov-de Haas

experiment and

interpretation)
P. Hakimi , Graduate Student (preliminary Shubnikov-de Haas experiment)

2.1

Coupling Activities
The MIT group is strongly coupled to international activities on graphite

intercalation compounds.

We are frequently invited to present seminars at

universities and in industry, to give invited papers at conferences, and to
write review articles.

We collaborate on studies of the infrared electronic

properties of intercalated graphite with Professor PC. Eklund

and his

group at the University of Kentucky; they have a strong experimental program
and we work with them on modeling analysis of their results,

We have a

collaborative program with Professor J.P. Issi at the University of Louvainla Nueve on thermal conductivity and thermopower of intercalated graphite.
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with the experimental work done by Issi and his group and we contribute
to the materials preparation, modelling and interpretation of results.
A collaborative program with Professor M. Corson and his group at Boston
University has been on-groing on Mossbauer studies of intercalated graphiteFeCl 3 compounds.

We prepare their samples, they make the Mossbauer measurements,

and we assist them with the interpretation of their results.

2.2

New Discoveries, Patents or Inventions
None
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3.0

Status of Research Effort

Our research program on the electronic structure of graphite intercalation
compounds has three major components.

With the magnetoreflection technique

we obtain experimental information highly relevant to the form of the electronic dispersion relations and quantitative values for the band parameters.
With the Shubnikov-de Haas techniques
on the Fermi surface.

we obtain experimental imformation

Information from both of these experiments is utilized

in our modelling calculations of the electronic structure, which is valid for
any stage and intercalant.

The experimental data obtained by the Shubnikov-

de Haas and magnetoreflection measurements are used to determine the parameters
3f the model calculations including the position of the Fermi level.

Using

our model for the dispersion relations, the magnetic level structure (Landau
levels) has been calculated.

These Landau levels are now being applied

to a self-consistent interpretation of the magnetoreflection and Shubnikovde Haas experiments.

We present below a brief summary of our accomplishments

on each of these topics during the grant period.

3.1

Studies of the Shubnikov-de Haas Effect in Intercalated Graphite

Study of the Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) effect in graphite intercalation
compounds provides information on the Fermi surfaces associated with each
of the partially occupied bands.

During the present grant period, a system

was constructed to make Shubnikov-de Haas measurements on graphite intercalation compounds.

Detailed measurements have been carried out on a series

of alkali metal compounds with the intercalants potassium and rubidium and
these results have been interpreted in terms of a model calculation for the
electronic structure.

This model calculation is described in Section 3.4.
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The experimental system developed for carrying out these studies
is based on the four-point method which was set up in a geometry which measures
the t,-plane transverse magnetoresistance.

The system was set up to operate

in the temperature range 1.4<T<4.2K and in magnetic fields up to 15 Tesla.
The system was set up so that the angular dependence of the SdH oscillations could
be measured by rotating the sample around the direction of the current I.
with

for all rotation angles, and hence transverse magnetoresistance was

always measured.
data were

Data acquisition was by computer using a MINC system and the

manipulated to obtain a Fourier power spectrum of resistance vs.

1/H, thereby yielding directly the frequencies of SdH oscillations.

These

frequencies are related to the extremal cross sections of the Fermi surface,
and represent the final experimental output of the measurements.
During the course of these studies, a great deal of care was given to
ensure the reproducibility of the data.

For this reason, the experiment

was performed on four potassium stage 5 samples and on one of these, the
measurements were repeated several weeks later after attaching new leads.
The samples were prepared using the two-zone intercalation method with
HOPG as the host material.

Because of the instability of alkali-metal

samples in the presence of air and moisture, a great deal of attention
was given to sample handling and sample encapsulation.
samples was determined using (00)

The stage of the

x-ray diffraction profiles both before

and after the SdH experiments, confirming that the samples were singlestaged and that no desorption had occurred during the measurements.
Our results show that measurements made on potassium samples with
different stages yield

distinctly different SdH frequencies.

Different

SdH frequencies were also obtained with another intercalant, in this
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case rubidium.

Hence our conclusion is that there is a unique set of

SdU frequencies associated with each stage and for each donor intercalant
(K,Rb).

Suematsu et al. have also shown stage-dependent de Haas-van Alphen

frequencies in stage 3 and 4 potassium compounds, and these authors have
also reported stage and intercalant-dependent SdH frequencies.

In contrast,

several authors have reported stage-independent de Haas-van Alphen type
frequencies in acceptor compounds, which is inconsistent with our interpretation of the Shubnikov-de Haas results for the alkali metal compounds.
Detailed results have been obtained for graphite-potassium with stages 4,
5 and 8.

These spectra have been interpreted using our model for the

electronic dispersion relations.

Particular emphasis has been given to the

interpretation of the results for stage 5 graphite-potassium, where we have
the most complete experimental results.

Our model for the electronic

dispersion relations gives five valence and five conduction bands for a
stage 5 compound.

These bands are associated with the graphite 7-bands,

and arise from the k -axis zone folding procedure.

The empirical position

z
of the Fermi level EF is determined to fit the SdH frequencies, yielding

four partially occupied conduction bands and five completely filled valence
bands.

Various Fermi surface parameters have been calculated from this

model, including the SdH frequencies, the cyclotron mass at EF, the electron
density for each carrier pocket and theanisotropy of the cross-section
perpendicular to k •

The generally good agreement of the observed SdH

frequencies with the frequencies calculated on the basis of an empty
intercalate layer model suggests that the effect of the intercalantgraphite bounding layer interactions can be treated as a perturbation
and evaluated by fitting the model quantitatively to the observed SdH
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frequencies.

Although the Shubnikov-de Haas frequencies show a significant

stage dependence and differ greatly from the SdH frequencies for graphite,
we have shown that the stage dependence of these frequencies are compatible
with electronic dispersion relations that are basically graphitic.

The

application of the band model to explain the observed SdH frequencies
has been submitted for publication and a second paper emphasizing the
interrelation between the magnetoreflection and SdH results has also been
submitted for publication.
3.2

Magnetoreflection Studies of Intercalated Graphite
We have studied the electronic band structure of graphite intercalation

compounds with the magnetoreflection technique with particular reference
to spectra associated with interband Landau level transitions.

The

magnetoreflection technique provides detailed information on the form of the
electronic dispersion relations and on the values of the band parameters
describing these dispersion relations.
Hagnetoreflection measurements have now been carried out on well-staged
acceptor compounds (with the intercalants FeCl 3 , ACl3 and Br2) and on donor
compounds (with Rb and K) in a liquid helium cold finger dewar and in
magnetic fields up to 15 tesla at the National Magnet Laboratory.

Careful

preparation of well-characterized samples makes it possible to satisfy
the condition Wc T >> I and to observe clear magnetoreflection oscillations
for almost all stages (n

)

3). The samples were characterized for stage

index by (OO)

x-ray diffractogras both before and after the magnetore-

flection runs.

Typical spectra consist of a dominant structure that is
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identified with Landau level interband transitions near the K-point
of the Brillouin zone of pure graphite.

A quantitative analysis has

been made of the observed magnetoreflection spectra, showing that the
Slonczewski-Weiss-McClure model for pure graphite accounts for the dominant
structureobserved for the graphite intercalation compounds, with changes
in the band parameters that are measured as a function of intercalant
and stage.

Effective masses for the valence and conduction bands about

the K-point have been determined and are found to be very small and similar
to values obtained for pristine graphite.
We found that below a critical photon energy, which depends on the
stage and the intercalant, no magnetoreflection oscillations are observed
experimentally.

This effect is called the Fermi level cutoff phenomenon

and is due to the raising of the Fermi level in donor compounds and to the
lowering of EF for acceptor compounds as a result of intercalation.

Thus

for the case of donor compounds, certain final states will no longer be
unoccupied and for acceptor compounds certain initial states will no
longer be occupied. The Pauli principle requires that transitions must
occur from an occupied initial state to an unoccupied final state. Thus
the observation of the cut-off phenomenon provides information on the
position of the Fermi level relative to the K-point band edge for valence
and conduction bands involved with the interband transition.

Thus the

cut-off phenomenon yields the dependence of the Fermi level E. relative
to the K-point band edge C 9

as a function of stage and intercalant.

We have obtained values for (EF-E,

for a number of intercalants and

stages.

a~n

|"
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The magnetoreflection results have been significant in demonstrating
that the electronic bands near the Fermi level remain highly graphitic upon
intercalation.

This conclusion is basic to our formulation of the electronic
dispersion relations for graphite intercalation compounds. This work is
also significant insofar as it yields quantitative values for the change
in band parameters and Fermi level with stage and intercalant. These data
are of importance in obtaining band parameters for our electronic dispersion

relations.

Our present efforts focus on the calculation of the magnetic energy

level structure (Landau levels) using our model for the electronic
dispersion relations.

These Landau levels will then be supplied to yield

a consistent interpretation of the observed magnetoreflection spectra, since
the present analysis of the magnetoreflection results has been on the
basis of a graphite

-band model.

Since the magnetoreflection results for intercalated graphite are
very similar to those for pristine graphite while the Fermi surface
measurements show that major changes occur in;the Fermi surface upon intercalation, it was believed by some authors that the magnetoreflection and
Shubnikov-de Haas results are inconsistent. Our work however shows that the
results from both experiments can be explained on the basis of energy
bands that are highly graphitic, but that energy level shifts and Fermi level
shifts occur as a result of intercalation.

A paper showing the consistency

of the magnetoreflection and Shubnikov-de Haas results has been prepared and
will appear in the Proceedings of the 15th International Conference on
the Physics of Semiconductors.

An invited talk summarizing the magnetore-

flection, Shubnikov-de Haas results and their interpretation based on our
band model has been presented at Conference on the Application of High

v

Magnetic Fields to the Physics of Semiconductors at Hakone, September
1980, and will appear in the Conference Proceedings, published by Springer.
We are the only group internationally that has presented results on the
magnetoreflection spectra of graphite intercalation compounds.
3.3

Calculations of the Electronic Energy Band Str~icture of Graphite
Intercalation Compounds
We have calculated the electronic energy bands for graphite inter-

calation compounds using a model based in the well-established electronic

structure of pristine graphite.

In our work, we used the Hamiltonian

developed by Slonczewski-Weiss-McClure (SWMcC) for the graphite r-bands,
and have folded these bands along the k axis to account for the superlattice periodicity introduced by staging, The formulation can also treat
an in-plane superlattice periodicity by in-plane zone folding, in cases
where such periodicity is found experimentally.

For convenience in intro-

ducing the perturbation due to the intercalant, the folded k-space Hamiltonian is transformed into a layer representation.

To obtain the proper

staging periodicity we replace one layer out of every (n+l) graphite
layers by an intercalant layer.

With the inclusion of an interaction

between the intercalate layer and the graphite bounding layer, electronic
structures appropriate to both donor and acceptor compounds can be obtained.
*

The model is applicable to any intercalant and any stage, and is therefore

ideally suited to the interpretation of many experiments.

In our research

program we have explicitly applied the'model to the interpretation of
the magnetoreflection experiment, which is sensitive to the magnetic
* 'energy

levels and the electronic dispersion relations, and to the Shubnikovde Haas experiment which is sensitive to the Fermi surface.

Reflectivity

experiments are planned for future work to yield structure associated with
*~-PT!;7q
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electronic transitions that can

be used to test the model developed for the

electronic structure on the basis of magnetoreflection and Fermi surface
measurements.
One paper on the general formulation of this model is now in press.
A second paper which applies this model to the interpretation of Shubnikovde Haas results was presented at the Provincetown Conference and will be
published in Synthetic Metals.

A third paper which contains details on the

treatment of the in-plane superlattice symmetry was presented at the
Yamada Conference on Layered Materials and will be published in Physica.

3.4

Calculation of the Magnetic Energy Level Structure for Graphite
Intercalation Compounds
Using the basic Hamiltonian for the electronic dispersion relations

described in Section 3.3, we have for the first time calculated the
magnetic energy level structure for a graphite intercalation compound.
In this calculation the Luttinger transcription for the wave vector operator
k was used, and only linear terms in k were retained in the off-diagonal
terms.

Trigonal warping was also neglected to simplifly the calculation.

With these approximations the Landau levels can be obtained in closed form.
Explicit results have so far been obtained for stage 1,3 and 5 compounds.
Zone folding along kz causes a near degeneracy of a number of bands in the
vicinity of the HK axis, and this gives rise to crossings of the magnetic
energy levels.

Results are now being obtained for higher stage compounds

for which we have detailed magnetoreflection results so that the calculations can be applied directly to the interpretation of the experimental
data.

Perturbations due to higher terms in k, trigonal warping and inter-

action between the intercalant and the graphite bounding layer will be

-13included.

This will enable us to obtain information on the magnitude of

these terms, which will be utilized in the model for the electronic
structure.
3.5

Preparation of Reviev Article
During the period of this grant, a monograph was prepared on the general

field of graphite intercalation compounds.

The largest chapter of this monograph

deals with the electronic properties, and was supported by this grant.

This

monograph, invited by Advances in Physics, has been completed and is now in the
review process.
3.6

Infrared Studies of Graphite Intercalation Compounds
During the period July 15, 1978

-

July 14, 1979, this grant supported in-

frared studies on intercalated graphite.

During this period we studied the

infrared spectra of graphite intercalated with the acceptors FeCl 3 and AICI3
and with the alkali metal donors K, Rb and Cs.

The spectra were taken on

a Fourier Transform Spectrometer, provided by a Central Facility of the Center
for Materials Science and Engineering.
Our infrared studies of the lattice modes of graphite intercalation compounds have shown that the odd parity of the graphite modes is preserved upon
intercalation and that the oscillator strength provides significant information
on the dynamic effective charge and the magnitude of the dipole moments
associated with the lattice mode.

From analysis of the dependence of the

IR-active mode frequencies on reciprocal stage, we have been able to identify
modes that are associated entirely with graphite interior layers and modes
which involve graphite bounding layers.
infrared-active mode

For the donor compounds the

frequencies characteristically decrease as a function

of reciprocal stage (1/n) while for acceptor compounds, the mode frequencies
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increase as a function of (1/n).

A similar behavior is found for the Raman

active modes, consistent with the observed expansion of the in-plane lattice
constant for donor compounds as a function of (1/n), and suggesting that the
in-plane lattice constant decreases as a function of (1/n) for acceptors.

This

prediction has now been confirmed experimentally in work on graphite-NiC2
compounds by Flandrois and coworkers at Bordeaux and also in work in our own
group by Tania Krapchev on graphite-FeC

3.

Our infrared studies have focussed on the similarities and differences
in behavior of the infrared lattice mode spectra for donors and acceptors.
We have found that infrared-active modes are not observed for either donor
or acceptor compounds, as expected since two layers are required to produce
an infrared-active mode.

For stage 2 compounds, the acceptors are infrared-

active, but the donors are not.

The stage-dependent frequency shift as a

function of reciprocal stage is positive for the acceptors and negative for the
donors.

The magnitude of the frequency difference between modes involving

only interior layers and modes involving bounding layers is much larger for
donor compounds than for acceptors.

The relative oscillator strengths of

interior and bounding layer modes indicate that more charge is transferred
to the graphite interior layers for the donors than for the acceptors,
consistent with electrical conductivity and magnetoreflection results.
3.7

Study of adsorbed Molecules on Graphite Surfaces Using Raman Spectroscopy
This study was initiated to study the connection between surface adsorption

and intercalation.

Bromine was chosen for the adsorbing species because Br 2

is the only molecular intercalant for which Raman-active in-plane modes have
been observed and because the spectra of the free molecule have been studied
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extensively.
The Raman spectra at room temperature consist of numerous sharp lines
in the wavenumber region 290 <w<340cm - I .

Extremely strong resonant Raman

effects were observed when the frequency of the incident light was varied by
means of a tunable dye laser.

A given Raman spectrum changes radically by

varying the laser energy by as little as 1 cm

.

These complex spectra can

be understood by a resonant Raman process involving vibrational-rotational
levels of a free Br2 molecule in the ground or first excited electronic
state.
The Raman spectra observed on a low temperature 99<T<230K graphite
surface were distinctly different from the resonantly-enhanced free molecular
spectrum.

The low temperature spectra showed iwo or more very broad lines

distinctly different from either those for the free molecule or for the
intercalated Br2 molecule.

The low temperature Raman spectra were thus

attributed to adsorbed bromine species.

The Ph.D. thesis of Bruce

Reflinger was based on this work.

------------------------------.
1-
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Raman Study of Adsorbed Br2 on Craphite.* B.L.
1IFFLNGER, M.S. DRESSELIIAUS and v. DRESiaLHL.\USt," , MIT-Bromine intercalates into graphite abovp a threshold
vapor pressure of 18 Torr at r--cm temp.! At lower
pressure bromine uptake is by surface adsorption. We
report Ram'an spectra from high rurface area forms of
graphite (Grafoil and exfoliated graphite) at vapor
pressures ranging be'tcen 10-3 Torr :,nd 20 Torr, where
the transition from surface adsorption co bilk intercalation occurs. We find the Raman spectra to be
sensitive to both surface and bulk lattice modes. The
surface-specific rodes are shifted 60 cm-i higher in
frequency than the bulk graphite modes (1580 cm- I and
1600 cm-l) found in the intercalaLion compounds. We
also report the frequency dependence of the bromine
stretch mode as a function of surface coverage.
* Sponsored under AFOSR Contract #77-3391
t Natl. Magnet Lab, supported by NSF
1 J.C. Hooley, Chem. Phys. of Carbon 5, 321 (1969).
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Abstract Stbr-LL ted
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American Physical Society

Bulletin Subject ieading

'Classification Scheme
Graphite Taterealacion
.Number 78.20
Compounds
Fermi Surface Model for Graphite FeCl3.i C.
DRESSELTLAUS-and S.Y. LENG, 1M.I.T.--The angular dcpendcnce
of the various Shubnikov-de Haas (SdUl) periods on stage
is interpreted in terms of fluted graphitic ellipsoidal
Fermi surfaces which have extrenal cross-sectional areas
.resulting from the staging of the intercalation compounds.
The structure factor calculations indicate, in agreement
with the interpretatin of 0- 20 x-ray spectra, that
although the folded Brillouin zone for the dilute compouds
is very s=all (indicating many extremal areas) only the
.*
Bragg reflections near those for pristine graphite have
structure factor sufficiently large to yield observable
SdH periods. This model accounts for (1) tha observed
angular dependence and cut-off phenomena for the slow aid
fast periods, (2) the weak stage dependence of the fast
p..eriods and (3) the larger stage dependence of the slow
periods. The model also explains why the anisotropy of
the Ferni surface is independent of stage and of the
volume enclosed by the constant energy surfaces and is
similar to that for pristine graphite.
Supported by AFOSR Grant P77-3391.
* Nat'l Magnet Lab, supported by NSF.
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Abst~ract Stibr.~tted

for the Chicago Meecinpg of the
American Physical Society
March 19-230,
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Physics and Astronom.y
Classification Scheine
Numiber 78.20.Gt

Suggested Title of Session
in which, Paner Should be Placed!
Graphite Interca].ation Compound~s

Infrared Spectrosco-w of Graphire-Alkaji Metil
Intercalation Cornondt.'s" S.Y. LEUN(., C. UNDEII11L, G.
DRESSELIIAL;,' MhI.T.--For the first time, infrared speetra of graphite- a1kali metal do-or compounds are reported.
Of significance is the large (Z 30c-m) do,..n'i if t
of the infrared-acrive optic modes from the Erlu mode in
graphite at 15S37cm-', in ccnstrast. with results o'nservet,
for the acceptor couipounds where the stae;e depc-adent
frequency shift is smaller in magnitude and opposite in
sign. Results are reported for the IR-active mode
frequencies, linewidths and oscillator streng ths for K,
Rb, and Cs comrpounds as a function of stage. Analvsis
of-the oscillator strengths permits independent determination of the charge transfer to the interior and*
bounding graphite layer- modes vs. stage for K, Rb and
Cs donor comounds. Analysis of the stage dependence of

the mrode frequencies indicates an in-plane lattice
expansion due to the intercalation process, in agreement
1
with direct x-ray measurements.
'D.E. Nixon and G.S. Parry, .J.Phvs. C. 2, 1732 (1969).
tSupported by AFOSR Grant .77-3391.
*Nat'l Magnet Lab, supported by NSF.
'*Submitted by A. Linz.
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Physical Review
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Number 78.20, 78.30

Direct Determination of Charge Transfer in
Graphite Intercalation Commounds.'* M.S. DRESSELMUS,
S.Y. LEUNG, C. UNDERHILL and G. DRESSELHAUS t , MIT --

Although charge transfer in graphite acceptor compounds
has been discussed by many authors, only recently, using
infrared spectroscopy, has the charge on the graphite
bounding and interior layers been determined independently. This determination is possible because the IR
modes associated with the interior and bounding layers
occur at different frequencies, and a lineshape analysis
of the IR spectra yields the dipole moment and hence
charge. associated with each mode. For example, the
results for graphite-FeCl3 show that there is a 70%
charge transfer to the bounding layers (essentially
independent of stage), and for stage n>3 an additional
30% transfer is made to the interior layers collectively.
The small charge transfer to graphite interior layers is
corroborated by magnetoreflection results on graphiteFeCl3 which probe primarily the graphite interior layers.

We also discuss the relation of this determination of
the charge transfer to Shubnikov-de llaas data, which
yield fluted Fermi surface ellipsoids associated with
both graphite interior and graphite bounding layers.
tNat'l Magnet Lab, supported by NSF.
Supported by AFOSR Grant #77-3391.
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Infrared and Ra n active modes in graphite
Into
can be classified
compounds
Intercalation
from (1) the
those arising
t
hree catceories:

stages 1 and 2 and two Lorentzian oscillators
!for
n3. The higher frequency conponent
stases
-for
Raman spectrum (L292) is identified with
in the

;

the bounding graphitic layer because it exists In
all stages (including 1 and 2) but not In pristine
graphite, while the lover frequency component
(E; 2 ) is identified with the interior graphite
layer because its frequency extrapolates to that for
pristine graphite in the limit of very dilutc
compounds. furthermore. there is no evidence of
the lower frequency component in stages i and 2.
Identification of the infrared-active r-odes with
the bounding and interior layers follows a siil.ir
line of reasoning. The difference is that for the
infrared spectra the high frequency component (-u)

intercalant; (2) the graphite bounding layers (the
iraphitc layer that is adjacent to the - intercalant)
7
Since the
and (3) the interior graphite layers.1
bounding
graphice
attice modes of the intercalant,
Aknd interior layers occur at different frequencies,
these techniques can investigate each of the
different types of layers separately. The present
study focusses on two important ideas in the understanding of graphite intercalation compounds:
stiain field and effective charge. We have
measured the stage dependence of the frequency
pshift of the graphitfe optic E2g and Elu modes

is identified with the interior laver and the lo';cr
frequency component (Elu) is identified with the
bounding graphite layer.

(arlsing from both the bounding ann interior
A similar stage dependent fregraphite layers).
quency upchift is observed in graphite ferric
chloride for all the infrared-active and Ramanactive lattice modes. This stage-dependent upshift
bf the lattice modes can be interpreted via a
btroin field intercalation nechanism. Analysis of
the infrared spectra gives the stage dependence of

The dependence of the lattice node frequency w
on reciprocal stage (1/n) for both the infraredactive and Raman-active modes is shcwn in Fig. 1.
We observe that all the lattice mode frequencies

the effective charge associated with the graphitic

(infrared and Raman) for n>3 exhibiL the same

oding and interior layers. An effective charge
ratio of 7/3 was measured between the bounding aod
interior layers for graphite-ferric chloride.

linear dependence on reciprocal stave whether the
mode is associated with graphite bounding or
interior layer.

Using highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (11OPS)

as a host material and employing the conventional
9

-

to-zone technique we have been able to grow a
series of essentially single-staged graphite-ferric
chloride samples including stages: 1,2,3,4,5,6, and
1. The stage of the compound was determined using
a conventional 0-20 x-ray diffractometer scan
employing Mo.* as the incident radiation. AdmixCures of secondary stage material appear as
additional peaks in the x-ray spectra end these
additional peaks can easily be identified.
te
mr
Room temperature Raman spectra were taken
using an argon-ion laser operating at 48801 in the
back-scattering geometry. With the incident beam
along the c-axis of the crystal, the Raman-active
In-plane E29 2 modes are excited. Intercalant
desorption associated with laser heating was
avoided by using a low laser power level ($ 50 my).
Infrared reflectivity spectra were taken using a
JourIer transform spectrometer. Room temperature
"1
spectra covering the energy range 400,w$4000 cm
Were taken with the sample c-axis parallel to the
Incident beam.

I

'

I

Rasan sad infrared spectra of graphite-ferric
dhloride are consistent with the identification of
the lattice modes with he graphite bounding and
7
In the Raman spectra a single
interior layers.
L rcatzian line is found for both stage 1 and 2
compounds and two Lorentzian lines for compounds
with O)3. for the infrared spectra, fitting the data
iS terms of a Drude background and Lorentzisn oscilalso yields a single Lorentzian oscillator
3
)ators
"*

The frequency upshift of the modes shown in
Fig. I is interpreted as a lattice stiffening
upon intercalation. As the number of nraphite
layers between successive intercalate layers
increases, the strain experienced per graphite
layer is decreased and thus a smaller shift in the
lattice mode frequency results. The slope of the
dependence of the mode frequency on reciprocal
10
stage has the same sign in graphite-AZCU3 . a
graphite-eC3
compound similar in structure to
.(i.e. for both types of acceptor compounds the
mode frequencies increase as a function of 1in).
In contrast, for 3 both the infrared-active nodesil
and Raman-active modes in the graphite-alkali
metal compounds, the slope of a plot of the rode
frequency vs reciprocal stage has a sign opposite
to that for graphite-ferric chloride (i.e. the
mode frequencies decrease as a function of 1/n).
This interpretation of the mode frequency shift is
consistent.with the observation that in graphitepotassium compounds there is a contraction in the
graphite In-plane latctice constant (ao) upon
12
intercalation.
Infrared spectroscopy is useful for the study

I

of lattice modes and electronic properties of
graphite intercalation compounds in the follewing
two ways: (1) infrared spectroscopy probes odparity modes while Raman spectroscopy probes even(2) Determination
parity modes in these compounds.
of the oscillator strengths provides important
information concerning electronic properties such
as the dipole moments and effective charges. The
dipole moment associated with the infrared-active

'The RAman and infrared studies were respectively supported by the Office of Naval Research (OUR N00014-771005) and the Air Force Office of Scientific Research (077-3391).
frDpsrtment of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science and Center for Materials Science and Engineering.
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IRrnCiS Bitter National Magnet Laboratory, supported by the NSF.
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as a function ot reciprocal s arn is show n
I for boundinr, ntid interior
as ean Innet to fit.
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graphite layers. bince different types of graphite
layers can be probed Indupendently. we have
i
determined the effective charge associated with the
bounding and Interior layers separately. Analysis
of the dipole roment in terms of an effective
eharge6 shows chat for the graphite-FeCL system
the charge distribution is divided such that 7OZ of
the charge resides on the te bounding layers and
the remaining 30% is shared among the n-2 interior
layers. These charge distributions will be
related to (1) Fermi surface mcasurements on the
sam compounds using the Shubnikov-de liaas Effect
(reported by Voollam et al at this conference)
(2) the Ferni level shift in the graphite interior
layers as a result of Intercalation with FeCL3 as
measured by the nagnetoreflection technique
(reported by Mendez et al at this conference) and
(3) the dependence of the electrical conductivity
on reciprocal stage.
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ELECTRONIC ENERCY WUND STRUCTURE OF GRAPHITE Ih.ERCALAT1O9 COMlPOUNDS*
&

C. Dresselhaus

..

..

1

and S.Y. Leung

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

*

Recent experimental resurts on the electronic
structure of graphite intercalation compounds such
as those reported at this
conference using the
1
Shubnikov-de Haas effect and the magneto- .

extension of the S-W-NcC model which is based on a
Foirler expansion of the energy bands along kz and
a k.p expansion about the HKH axes. Thus, by
carrying out the Fourier expansion in 3-dimcnsions,

reflection technique 2 show that the electronic
levels near the Fermi level are mainly derived
from graphite 3-bands. These experimental
programs are currently generating large amounts of
e.,xperimental data relevant to the dependence of
:the electronic structure on intercalate species
;and stage, and there is consequently a pressing
!need for energy band models which can be used to
linterpret these data quantitatively.
First
!principles calculations exist for the stage 1
3
4
Salkali metal compounds C 6 Li
and C8K , and these
:calculations confirm that the significant energy
'bands near the Fermi level originate from the
graphite w-bands. On the other hand, an extensive
amount of work is required to determine E(Tc) from
a first principles calculation for each intercalate
species and stage, and the calculations become more
difficult with increasing stage. Because of the
success of phenomenological models based on
symmetry (e.g. the Slonczewski-Weiss-lcClure
5 6 7
(S-W-NcC) model) . , for the interpretation of
-experimental data for graphite, it would seem that
useful phenomenological models based on the
symmetry of the intercalation compounds could also
play an important role in the interpretation of
;experimental data for these materials.

a model is obtained for E(k) throughout the
Brillouin zone. This extension is necessary ior
the interpretation of the optical data which
involves contributions from a larger volume of the
Brillouin zone than does Fermi surface data. To
carry out the zone folding procedures outlined
below, such an extension is also necessary for
application to the intercalation compounds.
It
should be emphasized that the use of the 3dimensional Fourier expansion for graphite does not
introduce any parameters other than those already
evaluated by Johnson and Dresselhaus in their
interpretation of the optical data for graphite. 8

We present here a phenomenological model for
the calculation of the electronic dispersion
relations for graphite intercalation compounds
,based on the symmetry properties of the graphite
structure upon which the superlattice symmetry of
:the intercalation compounds is superimposed. The
model Is readily applicable to intercalated
-graphite for any intercalate species and stage.
;a the limit of the stage 1 alkali metal compounds
C 6 Li and CgK, the dispersion relations calculated
4m the basis of the phenomenological model are in
good agreement with those reported using a firstprinciples calculation.
In the limit of very high
stage, the S-W-McC graphite model is recovered for
k points near the edges IUCH of the Brillouln zone.
The basic features of this band structure model are
determined directly from the band parameters of
pristine graphite (which are known) and the
superlattice periodicity (which is deduced from xray data). A quantitative fit of the model to the
experimental data now emerging from the Fermi
sbrface and magnetoreflection spectra will
determine the band parameters representing interaction between the graphite and intercalate layers,
1.
I
The phenomenological model presented here makes
use of the 3-dimensional Fourier expansion of the
graphite i-bands previously developed by Johnson
ad PresselhausS to account for the optical
properties of pristine graphite. This model is an

The present phenomenological model adds to the
basic graphite symmetry the superlattice
periodicity appropriate to the intercalation
compounds through suitable zone folding of the
basic graphite Brillouin zone. The in-plane
Intercalate order gives rise to zone folding of
the In-plane wave vectors and in this way is
sensitive to the intercalate species. The staging
phenomenon introduces a c-axis superlattice structure which is incorporated into the calculation by
t-axis zone-folding. The zone folded representation is then transformed Into a layer represenration and the interaction between graphite bounding
layers and the intercalate layer is treated as a
perturbation. This p rturbation is dependent on
band parameters that are related to the overlap
between the graphite 7-band Pz orbitals and
orbitals on the intercalate layer. These band
parameters can be evaluated by comparison ith
either first principles calculations or experi-ental Fermi surface, optical and magneto-optical
data. It should be noted that once these interaction band parameters are evaluated for a specific
intercalant, the phenomenological bands for that
intercalant are determined for all stages that
have the same in-plane ordering.
The results for E( ) for the phenomenological
model fbr stage I compounds with the C6X and CaX
are shown in Figs. I and 2 using no adjustable
parameters. In this form, the bands are broadly
applicable to all compounds with the indicated
structures. For each figure the results are
compared with the pertinent first-principles
3
4
calculatfons for C6Li
and C8K
and very good
agreemen, is obtained for the bands related La
the graphite i-bands. To obtain agreement for the
hybridized metal s and p bands, it is necessary to
fit the phenomenological bands to the first
principles hybridized s-bands to determine the
overlap band parameters between the graphite Pz
1-orbitals and the intercalate orbitals. One
attractive feature of the phenomcnological model In

I
Supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research (877-3391).
Francislitter National Magnet Laboratory, supported by NSF.
£

Department of Electrical Engineering & Computer Science and Center for Materials Science & Engineering.
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evaluaited without introduction of additional. band
parameters. The phenomcnoloigical model thus
provides a useful tool tor the calculation of the
electronic structure for high stage compounds
where first principles calculations are difficult
to make and the phenomenological model is expected
to be most convergent.
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Fig. 2 Comparison of the 3-dicensional-zone
folded Fourier expansion calculation (solid
line) for all CBX stage I compounds with the
first principles calculation for C61, (dot ted
line)." The zero of energy is shifted to
match degenerate levels at the K point.
The
energy scale for C8K in this figure 's twice
that of Ref. 4. The 4s and 4p K bands are
Included in the first principles calculation,
but the intercalate band X from the Fourier
expansion calculation is not included in the
figure.
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HODEL FOR ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GRAPHITE INTERCALATIONI COrOUNDS
M.S. Dresselhaus

and S.Y. Leung9

Hassachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Kassachusetts 02139
The property of graphite intercalation coapounds that may be of greatest commercial interest
is the high electrical conductivity resulting from
the Intercalation process.l Graphite offers a
host material with high in-plane mobility (room
temperature mobility = 13,000 cm 2 /V-sec as compared to2 Cu with 2 353 cm 2 /%-sec and to Si with
1600 cm /V-sec). , Nevertheless, graphite is a
material with modest conductivity because of its
low carrier concentration (2 x 10-4 carriers/atom
2
at room temperature).. If we consider the intercalate layer as a source for the Introduction of
carriers Into "ie graphite host (electrons for
donor compounds and holes for acceptor compounds),
then the Intercalation process provides a
mechanism for producing high conductivity materials
by greatly increasing the intrinsic carrier
concentration in a high mobility host without
significant loss of carrier mobility. We present
here a simple model for the electrical conductivity
which accoun;s for the characteristic features of
the dependence of the in-plane conductivity on
Intercalate concentration. On the basis of this
model we can draw several conclusions about
characteristics that may lead to increased in-plane
electrical conductivity.
The simple phenomenological model for the
electrical conductivity is based on the observation
that the total conductance per unit cell of length
lc Is equal to the sum of the conductances of the
constituent layers contained within the unit cell
(see Fig. 1). In this model we distinguish
between the graphite bounding layers adjacent to
an intercalate layer and the graphite interior
layers that are fully surrounded by other graphite
layers. According to this model, the conductance
equation is

Kc(GaIO )
5b

di(O/a) +

5

2

co(a bG )+(n-2)c (at/a
g
g

)
g

Ireflection
graphite interlayer separation, and (di+co) is the
separation of two graphite bounding layers between
which the intercalate layer is sandwiched. In a
conductivity experiment we measure the conductivity
aa which is here conveniently normalized 0 to the Inplane conductivity of pristine graphite g. Of the
various layers within the unit cell, the conductivity of the graphite bounding layers Ogb is
dominant because of the high carrier density in
these layers relative to the graphite interior
4
layers ,.and because of the much higher mobility
of the graphite bounding layers relative to the
Intercalate layer. Though smaller, the
Contribution of the grao',ite interior layers agi
is significant, particularly for certain interealate species such as the alkali metals. For
most intercalants, it is believed that the
contribution from the intercalate layer oi is
negligibly small because the Fermi level generally
lies below the intercalant conduction bands and

above the Intercalant valence levels, 6 and because
ionic mobilities tend to be very low.
At low intercalate concentrations, the
conductivity oa is dominated by the frcton of cie
unit cell occupied by the highly conducti7Z
graphite bounding layers 2Co/(nc+di) , t-r::."
yielding an approximately linear depenrdene cf
(OaO ) on (1/n) in good agreuenent with =.;ch of tne
published expprimental data 7 ,8 ,9 (see Fic. 2).
In the low stage limit where the semiinsulating intercalate layer occupies a 4inificl:t
fraction of the unit ell, di/(nco+dl), sz:u:aticn
behavior in the (oag) vs (l/n) curve r
leading eventually to a decrease in (:a/:- far
the lowest stage compounds, in agreement -itn
experimental observations. This saturati:n Zd
fall-off effect at low stage is more inpc:tan: ,:
intercalants 4ith large di values (e.g. H-:33' an
less important when di is small (e.g. Lil. also i
agreement with experimental observations.
Contributions frcm the graphite intertor
layers are significant when the charge t:.-s :r :
these layers is appreciable and the carri r
mobility on the graphite interior layers is
significantly higher than on the graphite o:.'di: z
layers. Evidence for significant conrrit'.ric7s
from the graphite interior layers is tne -_-Ervation of an enhanced Initial rise in (:a/:,) vs
(l/n) or alternatively as a shift in the -eak or: e
onset of saturation of (oa/og) to lowcr (1/n"
values.
Fits of this phenomenological model h-';e 'eemade to conductivity data for t! e donor i=:er:a1.=t
K and the acceptors W;O 3 and FeC13. Results of
this analysis show that the contribution -ro= thi
graphite interior layers is more pronounc d for
the K compounds than for these acceptor c:r s1 .
This conclusion
is on
in good
aoreenent
with =netco: Lh
deendetntm
the stah
results
Fermi level for the donor Rb and the acc :or;
Fel3, AlCl3 and tr.on Aso of signadicthce is
the supporting evidence obtained from do roi i= n
of the dynamic charge associated fith the zra:hi:
bounding and graphite interior layers rro= c.asurement of the strength of the corresponding :n7:are:
i:7ooreasurcos
oscillator strengths. Inftared
in agreement with results on the static c:-arZe tat
the effective dynamic charge for the inte'rior
layers is relatively larger for thm alkaL. metal
than for thf FC3 accepter
donor compounds
1
compounds. O

The phenonemological conductivity model
suggqsts that for further enhancement of the
electrical conductivity of graphite interalation
compounds, it to important to maximize the charre
density in the graphite layers through incrased
charge transfer. Attention to increasing the

*Supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research (077-3391).
0Department of Electrical Engineering & Computer Science and Center for Materials Science
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sample perfect ion for incrcaicd carrier mobility to
the graphite bounding laver could also be of
significance. To e.xploit the hizh cunductivity in
the graphite bounding lavers for :hi, low stare
compounds, the intercalate laver thickness di
should be minimized. The interpret.Io:l Oi
conductivity data using this simple phenomenological model thereby suggests some characteristic
factors that could be utilized in further

increasing the electrical conductivity of thcse
materials.
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INFRARED AND RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY OF CRAPHITE-FERRIC CHLORIDE
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We present the first detailed study of the stage dependence of the
ZR- and Raman-active optic graphitic modes in a graphite acceptor
intercalation compound. The general frequency upshift observed with
increasing FeC13 concentration for all optic modes is interpreted to
indicate an in-plane compression within the graphitic layers. An
Identification of the IR-active modes with bounding and interior graphite
layers is made. A lineshape analysis of the IR spectra implies IR dipole
moments corresponding to '70% of the effective charge in the graphite
bounding layers, independent of stage, and 1-30% distributed among the
graphite interior layers for stage nO3 compounds.

I.INTRODUCTIO
It Is established [1-51 that the Raman-active
lattice modes for graphite Intercalation compounds
can be identified with (i) the intercalate layer,
(ii)the graphite layers adjacent to the interclathe appte ite bounding layers) or
(III) the graphite interior layers. Craphitc
Raman modes in the vicinity of 1600 cm - I have been
observed for a variety of intercalate species as
doublet structures separated by approximately
20 cu 41. The lower frequency component (denoted
by E0g 2 ) is associated with the interior graZhite
layers, and the upper component (denoted by E2g 2)
with bounding graphite layers. Previous work
focussed on the relative intensities of these
components as a function of intercalate concentration (1-5) or alternatively as a function of
number of
n is the
stage index
the between
where
stage,
graphite
layers
consecutive
intercalate
grtlayers
e een
cnsetive
neralayers. The present Raman study on wellcharacterized graphite-ferric chloride samples,
while supporting previous findings on the Interrelae cncetraton-epedene
ofthedoulet
of the doublet
calate concentration-dependence
separation and the relative intensity of the
doublet components, represents the first systematie analysis of the graphitic optic mode frequencies of an acceptor system over a wide intercalate
concentration range. The present work also
represents the first systematic study of the
infrared (IR) spectra of a graphite intercalation
compound. The complementary Information obtained
from
the Raman
spectra
has important
implications
on and
the infrared
interaction
between
interca.imcat
onote
Inteco ondtweenx-ray
ate and host layers In these compounds.
2.ZXPFRIIIENTAL DETAILS
When highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPC)
Is employed as a host material, staging conditions
change with respect to those of single crystal or
Ilake graphite 16-81. However, in agreement with

*
..

previously reported results for alkali metal [91
and halogen intercalants [101 it is possible to
produce a series of veil staged, homogeneous
crystals over a wide range of intercalate concentration. We report here, for the first time,
results on essentially single staged n - 1.2,3,4,
5,6 and 11 compounds prepared from IIOPG and
anhydrous ferric chloride (made in situ) using the
now conventional two zone system [111.
Improved
sample homogeneity has been achieved by uning
graphite of approximately 20m initial thicKness.
For the growth process employed, the graphite
temperature was maintained throughout at 33C0C and
the temperature (and hence vapor pressure) of the
ferric chloride was varied: stage 2 (300*C), stage

3 (227C) stage 4 (216%). stage 5 (202C), stage
6 (216C) 1121 and stage 11 (192%). For all stages
a chlorine atmosphere of 600 torr was employed.
Using a single crystal x-ray diffractoneter, conventional 0-20 scans were taken to characterize the
samples. By employing a Si(Li) detector and a
single channel analyzer to provide discrirination of
of
srall concentrations
energy,
photonwere
incident stages
admixed
identified
(13j.
X-ray spectra
for stages n-e23 and e are shown in Fis. I,
together with the corresponding intercalant repeat
distances lc determined using the ?OoKa x-ray line.
The preparation of single staged n-l material proved
difficult because of the tendency for inclusion of
either regions of pristine graphite or stage n>I
eiterial. Spectra for all opounds used tn this
mtei. s etra fal
cmon se
t hs
study
the samplesOnly
withsmall
stagesecondary-nnase
nOl2 to be esisentially showed
single-sta:cd.
diffraction peaks (indicated by * in I&g. 1)
are observed. The relative intensities of the
diffraction peaks can be related to the structure
factor for the intercalation compounds (131.
For the light scattering measuremcnts, laser
excitation was provided by an acgon-ton laser
operating at A8SOA In the back-scatterlnp geometry.
Unpolarized room temperature Raman spectra were

D
bepartment
of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science and Center for materials Science
and Entin'ering.
francis litter National Mgnet Laboratory, supported by the NSF.
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viaINFRARED

dried air and no spectral Interference from w.ater
vapor aboorptlon lines was detected in the ,S~ion

I a0.7107 A4

To checck that the reported x-ray results are
compatible with the Ramian and lit results, x-ray
measurements were also made on very thin sa Ic.
Similar results
and on freshly-cleaved samples.
confide~nce
have
We
cases.
all
in
"tr obtained
that our Raman and IR spectra are representative
of the Indicated stage.

ft4,

T

~j.
*

I..31s~O2A

3JZSIZLTS

go004.

Raman spectra for graphite ferric chloride are
shown In Fig. 2 for essentially single-staged n23)4.6.11 acid for our purest stage 1 compounds.

001

L -L

0004

Stage I

QM

St"g 3

2

* 009Stage M4

.0~~b
0 1

0

5

3

Stage 3

4

Diffroction gle 20 (degrees)
Stage 11
it. 1. X-ray stage characterization for stages
a u 1, 2. 3 and 4 graphite-ferric chloride
compounds. The intercalant repeat distance Ic
end stage indices are given on the right. Reflections due to admixed stages are indicated by *.I
The peaks labeled OO1GR in the stage n - I trace
Wear to pristine graphite reflections. A ache-

HOPG

satic of the X-ray system incorporating a Si(Li)
detector and a No X-ray source is shown in the550
inset.150
takes from the sample c-faces and correspond to the
excitation of in-plane Raman-active modes. To
avoid Intercalate desorption effects associated with
laser heatino, these spectra were taken at low
(45So..)
laser power levels.
Infrared reflectivity spectra were obtained
Issing, a Fourier transform spectrophocometer
operating with a globar source And a TCS detector
with a Uir window. Room temperature spectra.
Covering the eaergy ranqe 600 cnl(1.ieaO00 co-I with
a resolution of 2 co-I were taken with the c-axis
approxiiwsely parallel to the beam path.
The
fpeeirophotometec was purged with an atmosphere of

59

19

330

160

67
67

Ramon shiftI (cm-1)
Fig. 2. Unpolarized room temperature Raman spectra
taken in the backscatterin-, geometry (E 1 0) for

stage n - 1,2.3.4,6 and 11 graphice-ferric chloride compounds and for pristine graphite (HOPG).
Laser excitation at 4880.4 and a poumr level < 50mw
were used to excite in-plane Riman-activc F.?g2
modes (see inset) . The upper frequency coe'ponent
(t2C2) is identified with the bounding layer code
and the lower componlent (E*2g2) with the interior
graphitic mode.

a

.--.

~

,MOM

results were previously reported in 4 pre/Ruam
1lminary form for most of these stala. 1141 and by
Caswell and Sollia for st.aPes n-L and n-7 115).
is the spectrum for pris"IncluJc for compar ti2uo
tine graphite (n-). showing a single line at the
2
28i mode frequency. (Sce inset to Fir*. 2). Of
particular sLgnifLciince is the large Intercalate
ececentratLon-dependent upshift ot the E2C2 boundtug layer code. The spectra for st.aeau n-i and
m-2 exhibit only a sinrle peak, connistent with the
absence of Interior graphite layers for these
stages. Samples for nt3 however show both E2g,
and 21.,modes, the latter code associated wita
Interior graphite layers. For sra.e n-4, where
the number of bounding and interior layers is
equal, the two peaks ha%,c approximately equal
intensity. As the Intercalate concentration decreases and the stage index Increases, the doublet
separation remains constant while the relative
intensities of the E2g, and E!g2 features exhibit
a dependence on interclate concentration (or 1/n)
in qualitative agreement with previous work on
other intercalate species (3,41. Accurate fits
to the Raman spectra have been achieved with a
single Lorentzian line for stages n-1 and 2 and
two Lorentaians for stage n)3. In the lineshape
analysis, the Lorentzian lines were convolved with
the measured instrument function and the results
for the central frequency, linewidth and peak
intensity for the spectra in Fig. 2 are given in
Table 1.

lfrared reflcctIvIty spectra for sr.sor n-7,
2.4.6 and It compounds and for FrnFphite are
in Ftg. 3. Ilkcau-c of t:e 1,icrva.ed (r,,-c. rr
ut!-.d; c.concentration in the Intercalathu i co
reeflccpared to that of graphite. tihe .1vaciine
-L
IvLty in the vicinity of 16.00 cjj is tucta..'z
from %70% In rraphite to %80%for scacte n-L1, a-,
to .93Z for stares n - 1,2.4 and 6. Free carrir
effects are also responsible for the 'tJnrc.1;,e:;
in lineshape oxhibited by these traces. Three
typical lineshapes occur, and these are shown for
*HOPG, stage n-l and stage n6. To extract the
lattice mode frequency. linewidth and oscillator
strength. a lineshape analysis was performed and
1
results for these parameters are C ven In 7Ta'.le 1.
The computed reflectivity using these parareters
is shown In Fig. 3 by the dotted curves. In this
analysis, the form for the free-carrier and
electronic interband contributions Is largely
determined by the I spectra observed over the
1
(161. For stajes
frequency range 800<w<4000 cm
n-I and 2, the spectra are fitted with a single
IR-active lattice mode at 1584 and 1531 cm-i,
respectively. However, for stage n>3 two nodcs
(labeled El and Eiu) of comparable linewidth are
required (see Table 1).
The dependence on reciprocal stage (1/n) of
the frequencies for the Raman-active modes (Fig. 2)
and for the IR-active modes (Fig. 3)ois given in
. .u
Fig. 4. It is noteworthy that the E2g 2,
and
mode frequencies for stage nN3 all eihibit
m

Optic Mode Parameters for Graphite-Ferric Chloride Intercalation Compolmds
(Central frequency (wo),linewidth (r") and strength (7) of Raman-and TR-active
modes) resulting from analysis of the data shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

TAILE I

Infrared
(a)

Raman
(b)

(a)
Interior Layer

r(c)

A.0

1582.5

8

0.220

3

4.0

1581.2

3

0.110

r(c)

1

1626.0

3

2

1612.9

'o

r ()

FI(d)

F 1R e )

w

Wo

State

(b)
Bounding La)er

Interior Layer

Bounding Layer

7(d)

)

re)

FIR e)

3

1585.0

13

3.6

1607.5

13

4.3

1588.5

6

0.025

1585.8

4

0.074

4

1583.7

12

4.2

1606.7

12

6.2

1589.4

6

0.020

1585.0

4

0.047

1588.6

8

0.015"

1584.2

6

0.045

1588.5

7

0.012

1584.0

1587.3

4

0.008

1583.0

10

0.020

1587.3

5

0.004

1583.2

10

0.0201

5
6

1584.4

10

4.2

1604.9

9

2.2

9
11

1582.8
1581.5

10
11

4.4
4.8

1603.8

6

2.0

1587.5

2

0.006

0.037

f)

modes are respectively denoted
(a) Rasan- and IR-active graphite interior layer
denoted as E.lg2
(b) Raun- an4 IR-active graphite bounding layer '.des are respectively
as 282 (E29 2 ) a-d Eiu(ilu)"1
Central frequency we and full-width half-maximum linewidth r are in es
(d) Peak intensities (arbitrary units), accurate to ±102 except for stage 3 where'the
uncertainty Is . !20%.
2.
0 ifw).
£Druie + . FIR o/O
(a) The II spectra are analyzed by c(,u) - c + %,
5 times larger.
(f) Value given in Ref. 17 is

Ce)

-,om

d

u.
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Eju
Slage I

i

-

K;Stage

4

Stage 6

°* ,

•

Stage 11

o

1500

1550

.

HOPG

.

1600

1650

1700

Fig. 3. Room temperature c-face infrared reflectivity spectra for the energy range 1520<w<1650 cm-I
for stage n - 1,2.4,6 and II graphite-ferric
chloride compounds and for pristine graphite (1OPM).
The fit to experimental data using parameters given
in Table I is shown by the dotted curves. These
data are analyzed in terms of the graphitic Elu
modes (see inset) which, in the intercalation
compounds are designated as Elu for interior
graphitic layers and as E1u for bounding graphitic
layers: see text and Table 1.

a linear upshift in frequency with (1/n) as Indlated by the solid lines in Fig. 4. Furthermore,
all lines have similar slopes, resulting in doublet
separations of 22!2 cm "1 for the Raman-active modes
and 411 ce- 1 for the IR-active modes. Also shown
In Fig. 4 (see inset) is the stage dependence of
A?>,# the In-plane dipole moment for the E1 u modes
resulting from the lineshape analysis of the IR

data.

In this inset, the value of <Pa) is

66twulized (i.e. 0a) - I as n *

).

4.DISCUSSZO4q
The main contributions of this work are: (1)
Identlficitlon of the ohrserved IR-active codes
vth
lntctLit and bo%%ndin. graphite layers, (2)
determin. tion of the rh.arre assoriated with the
dipole t .nt in the bousding and interior layers,

..

S.

...

.

,

•

,

and (3) observation of a similar stage-dependent
upshift in frequency for all Ranan-active and IRactive graphitic modes for stage n)3 compounds.
The IR mode labeled Eju in Fig. 4 is identified
with vibrations in the graphite interior layers
for the followin, reasons. Firstly, the frequency
of this mode extranolates to that for the Elu rode
for graphite as the intercalate concentration Pots

to zero (r-). Secondly, this mode is not found
for stage n-I or 2 compounds (where there are no
interior graphite layers), but is observed only
for stage n)3 compounds. Furthermore, analysis
of the IR lineshapes shows that the dipole moment
<Pal (see inset to Fig. 4) for the Eb, mode in the
Intercalation compotinJ. decreascs with incrcasing
stage index and extr.rpol.tes to the v.litu for
graphite. Consistent with this identification for
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Fi. 4.
The inverse stage dependence of the mode
frequencies for Raman Eg2 and E2g 2 (squares) and
IR Elu and ilu (circles) modes in graphire-ferric
chloride compounds. The solid lines represent a.
least square fit to the experimental points for
W)3and indicate a similar strain dependence for
all observed modes. The E~gi and Elu mode frequencies
for pristine graphite are given as (1/n)-bO. The
inset shows the (1/n) dependence of the dipole
moment for the infrared Elu and Elu modes normalized
to that for the E1u mode in pristine graphite. The
laman and IR frequencies for the lowest.states
awl and n-2 compounds labeled 12 g2 and Elu depart
from the behavior observed for the n:3 compounds.
the Eou mode is the observation that the magnitude
of <Pa, for this IR mode increases by a factor of
four from its small value in graphite [171.
A second I-active mode, absent in graphite
and labeled Eiu in Fig. 4, is identified witi, the
bounding layer. The dipole moment for this mode
has a much weaker stage iep dence and tends to
be large compared with <Pa> for the EL mode for
high stage compounds (see inset to Fig. 4). Ihe
approximate equality of <Pa> for the Elu and Elu
modes at stage 3 is also consistent with this
identification. The single IR mode for the
lowest stage n42 compounds is clearly due to
bounding layer vibrations. The frequencies of the
bounding layer modes are anomalously low for stages
awl and n-2. while the corresponding frequencies
of the Raman-active rtodes are anomalouusly high.
For stage 2, the bounding layer lies between
another bounding layer and an Intercalate layer,

while for stage I the bounding layer lies between
two intercalate layers. In both cases therefore,
the interplanar coupling is different from the
situation for stage n)3 where the bounding layer
is adjacent to an interior graphite and an intercalate layer. Analysis of the IR-mode intensity
provides values for the effective charge e
associated with the dipole moment 117).
Since the
Eju and Elu occur at different frequencies. the
relative charge associated with the rraphite
interior and bounding layers (18.191 can be
determined independently. The data in Table I
were analyzed using the Szigett effective charee
model 1201. ansuminc that per unit cell there is
one oscillator per bounding layer and (n-2)
oscillators distribuced among the interior layers.
With these assumptions the data yield rta..on.atle
values for the-off.ctive charge e* per unit c It:
0' . O.75 for stages n-I and 2 and
o.95e for

rI
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In addition. analysis showS that 4i

o

each bounding raphlite layer ts ap ,roxlmattcIv !;ULre
imdeptndent. For stage n1,3. the eff,.cttve cla.rIre
distributed aonnn
tie interior r.ralhite layers is
eesentially constant at 30Z, with the r-&.'lngng
M01 residing on the bounding layers.
As~uminr
the same charge In each, graphliLe Interior layecr
then the charge per interior layer is stage
dependent.
The upshift of the EL, and ilu
modes with
increasing intercalate concentration for stage
u"3 isIngood agreement with the upshift observed
for the E & 2 and E29 2 Raman-active modes. We
attribute the stiffening of these lattice modes to
a strain which decreases the in-plane graphite
lattice constant 1211. The constancy of the linewidth for the E2 92 interior layer mode as a
function of intercalate concentration and
an
identical frequency upshift for Loth interior and
bounding Ram.an and IR-active modes suggcsts that
a identical strain exists within both the bound1mg and interior graphitic livers for a given
On the other hand. the magnitude of the
compound.

Vol.

29. No. 11

Strain Increases as the number of Inrrior

graphifte

layers dec'reases, cn.L-;tcnt with thc lI a .t-.1t *!',.
stress introduced by Intercalacion niest be shired
by fh-mcr l.ayers as n dcreass
[7?].
hi, co,,:.dence in the El, and E!,., mode frc.ucncics. the
relatively srall
linew,;ih ot the harln-active
bounding layer node. and the anomalou , ;,anan and 1Ki
mode frequencies for stage n-i and 2 conpounds
present important characteristics which must be
explained by a theory for the lattice mode spectra
of graphite Intercalation compounds.
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ABSTRACT
A theoretical model for the electronic structure of the graphite
Intercalation compounds based on the k axis zone folding of the
is applied to explain the experimental

pristine graphite w-bands

results obtained in magneto-reflection and in Shubnikov-de Haas
The detailed fit to the observed

experiments on donor compounds.

Shubnikov-de Haas frequencies for stage 5 graphite-potassium supports
the model and suggesw that the dominant interactions that
determine the Fermi surfaces are closely related to those involving
the f-bands for pristine graphite.
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I. Introduction
The recent development of theoretical models for the electronic
structure of graphite intercalation compounds gives promise for new
advances in our understanding of this important class of compounds.
These models include first principles calculations for stage 1 alkali
metal compounds [1,23, modified two dimensional graphite layer models (3],
and models based on the three dimensional graphitic Slonczewski-Weiss-McClure
(SWMcC) model using the band parameters for pristine graphite [4j.
A common feature of all of these approaches is that the w-bands

derived from pristine graphite are the dominant electronic states in the
intercalation compound within an eV of the Fermi level.

This paper focusses

on the models which are directly related to the three-dimensional pristine
graphite model Hamiltonian of SWMcC and demonstrates that a phenomenological
energy band structure can be developed which is consistent with a number of
experimental magneto-optical and magneto-transport measurements on these
compounds.

Since a large number of intercalation compounds have been

prepared, much work remains to be done to fully establish the parameters
of the present model or indeed whether some alternate model gives a more
convergent treatment for a particular class of graphite intercalation compounds.
The c-axis zone folded model considered here (4] is a simple extension
of the dilute limit model proposed earlier and used by Suematsu et al. [5]
to interpret de Haas-van Alphen (DHVA) data and by Mendez et al. [6] to
interpret magnetoreflection data.

Since these two experiments played a

dominant role in tte evaluation of the SWMcC parameters in pristine graphite,
they will be the experiments which are the focus of this paper for the
intercalation compounds.

This paper will show that without introduction of

additional parameters (i.e. the intercalate layer is approximated as an

•..
_

..

.

,

.

:

3
empty layer between two graphite bounding layers) a model Hamiltonian is
developed which accounts for the main features of the Shubnikov-de Haas
(SdH) and magnetoreflection spectra obtained for alkali metal donor compounds.

11.

Band Model
:To obtain electronic dispersion relations E(t) for graphite

intercalation compounds, a Hamiltonian is developed based on the SWMcC
three-dimensional model for the graphite I-bands.

As a first step, the

c-axis superlattice periodicity is included and an "empty intercalate
lattice" for the intercalation compounds is introduced, depending only
on the graphite band parameters that are already known.

Intercalant-

specific interactions between the intercalant and the graphite bounding
layer can then be introduced to obtain the final dispersion relations.
The main features of this model, presented elsewhere [41, are sumarzied
below.
The 4x4 SWcC Hamiltonian for the graphite T-bands H0(k z

is zone

folded along kz to account for the staging periodicity as

H0(k)
Rfolded(ks)

0

7^

0...
H0(k +
s

-z) )

as

. HO (r +

c-Z)

(c

in which ka is the wave vector near the HK axis, each of the blocks is the 4x4
SWcHC Hamiltonian and Z - n+l for even stage or (n+l)/2 for odd stage compounds,
where n is the stage index.
to order to consider explicitly the effect of intercalation, the

____________~_.

-.

.. .______
...
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Hamiltonian given by Eq. (1) must be transformed to a layer representation
which is written explicitly by

Hlayer

- UHfolded

(s) U-i

(2)

where the unitary transformation is derived from the basis functions, yielding

s(l)

.(1)

aaM

(21)
Layer

....

sk8

3
APB

%B13

*

Mt)

1
HnBB

H;

)

The intercalation process is modelled by substitution of an intercalate layer
for one or more of the graphite layers in the layer Hamiltonian.

The

"empty intercalate lattice" model for a graphite intercalation compound is
then obtained by treating the intercalate layer as an empty layer, neglecting
Interactions within the layer and between this layer and the other (21-1)

layers.

The "empty intercalate lattice" model thus requires no band parameters

other than those for graphite which are already well established [7].

To

obtain the full model for the dispersion relations, interactions between the
intercalate layer and the graphite bounding layers are introduced and the
pertinent band parameters evaluated by a fit to experimental data.

In the

present work the two experiments that are emphasized are the Shubnikov-de
laas and magnetoreflection experiments which are respectively sensitive to
the Fermi surface and the energy band structure near the Fermi level.
In Fig. 1 results for E(k) for the "empty intercalate'lattice"
model for stage 1,2 and 3 graphite intercalation compounds are given.

These

"empty intercalate lattice" bands are derived for an in-plane 2x2 superlattice

**

*

. * ,... .

..

*.

-

.

5
and for no intercalate-graphite bounding layer interaction.

Only the

graphite 1-bands are shown and these bands are also plotted on an expanded
scale along and near the H-K axis of the folded hexagonal Brillouin zone.
For this empty intercalate lattice model, the

-bands near the H-K axis

are independent of in-plane folding and in the limit of - stage these
dispersion curves reduce exactly to the SWMcC n-bands.

Comparison of the

stage 1 results[8] with the band structure of Inoshita et al. (9] gives
good agreement for the graphitic bands between the two methods.

The H and

K points in the Brillouin zone are high symmetry points and show extremal cross
sectional areas which are expected to give rise to de Haas-van Alphen
oscillations.

Since the H and K points are in general non-degenerate, a

three-dimensional calculation is needed to obtain different DHVA frequencies
for K and H point extremal cross sectional areas.

III.

Magnetoreflection Results
The magnetoreflection experiment is important in providing detailed

information on the form of E(M) for the nearly degenerate bands near the
K-point in the Brillouin zone (see Fig. 1).

In the magnetoreflection

experiment, resonant behavior is observed in the magnetic field dependence
of the reflectivity and these resonances are identified with Landau level
transitions associated with these nearly degenerate bands from occupied
valence magnetic subbands to unoccupied conduction subbands above the Fermi
level.

To relate these results to band models, the experiments are carried

out on well-staged samples and changes in the magnetoreflection spectra
are studied as a f.nction of stage and intercalant.

Typical magnetoreflection

results [6] are given in Fig. 2 for an acceptor compound (stage 7 graphiteFeCl3) and for a donor compound (stage 6 graphite-Rb).

Resonances identified

6
with K-point Landau level transitions are indicated by arrows and the
quantum numbers for the initial valence and final conduction magnetic
subbands are given in the figure.

Experimental results on a variety of

acceptor and donor compounds indicate that the form for the dispersion
relations E()

for bands close to the K-point degeneracy remains similar

to that in graphite, consistent with the model for E(k) presented in Section II.
On the other hand, small but measurable changes in the graphite band
parameters are obtained and evaluated quantitatively.

Results for several

representative compounds are given in Table 1 in terms of valence and
conduction band effective masses m and m and the ratio of SWMcC band
v
c
parameters (y02/yl) which sensitively determine the Landau level separation.
Furthermore, analysis of magnetoreflection structure which in the case of
pristine graphite is associated with H-point Landau level transitions
indicates that y0 , the nearest neighbor overlap integral is changed by less
than 5% for all the intercalate species and stages that have been studied [6].
Since the S MjcC band parameters are not strongly perturbed by intercalation,
the fit to the Fermi surface measurements, discussed in the next section,
is made as a first approximation assuming the full set of SIcC parameters
appropriate to pristine graphite.
IV.

Shubnikov-de Haas Results
Study of the Shubnikov-de Haas effect in graphite intercalation

compounds provides information on the Fermi surfaces associated with each
of the partially occupied bands.

To obtain quantitative information on

the stage dependence of these Fermi surfaces it is important to work with
well-staged and characterized samples.

Results obtained for the alkali

metal compounds with the intercalants K and Rb show stage-dependent Fermi
surfaces, so that staging fidelity was essential for obtaining reproducible

7
experimental results for different
samples of the same stage index.
The samples were prepared using the conventional two-zone technique
with HOPG (highly oriented pyrolytic graphite) as the host material.
The sample dimensions were typically (5x6x0.5 mm).

Because of the instability

of alkali-metal samples in the presence of air and moisture, the samples
were encapsulated in ampoules and sample handling was done in an Argonfilled dry box (%l ppm oxygen content).

The stage of the samples was

determined using (00) x-ray diffraction profiles both before and after
the SdH experiments, confirming that the samples were single-staged and that
no desorption had occurred during the measurements.
The four-point method was used to study the a-plane transverse magnetoresistance in the temperature range 1.4 s T 4 4.2K and in magnetic fields
up to 15 Tesla.
epoxy.

The leads were attached to the sample using conducting

The sample was then inserted in a helium-filled ampoule and stycast

was used to seal the ampoule.

The angular dependence of the SdH oscillations

could thus be measured by rotating the sample around the direction of the
-4.1J

current I such that I

'

H for all angles, and hence transverse magneto-

resistance was always measured.

Data acquisition was by computer, and the

data were manipulated to obtain a Fourier power spectrum of resistance
vs. 1/H, thereby yielding the frequencies of SdH oscillations.

These

frequencies are related to the extremal cross sections of the Fermi surface.
The Fourier power spectra for the SdH frequencies for Rb stages 2,8 and K
stages 2,5,8 are presented in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively.
During the course of these studies, a great deal of care was given to
ensure the fidelity and reproducibility of the data.
experiment was performed on two potassium stage

For this reason, the

5 samples and on one of

these, the measurements were repeated several weeks later after attaching

8

new leads.

While x-ray profiles after each step of the experiment confirmed

that the samples retained their single stage identity, the magnetoresistance
oscillations and the relevant Fourier power spectra revealed identical
traces for these stage 5 samples.

Measurements done on potassium samples

with different stages or on rubidium samples, however, showed distinctly
different SdH frequencies.

Hence our conclusion is that there is a unique

set of SdH frequencies associated with each stage and donor intercalant (K,Rb).
Suematsu et al.

(51 have also showa stage dependent de Haas-van Alphen frequencies

in stages 3 and 4 potassium compounds.
The model for E(k) described above is now applied to the interpretation
of the observed SdH frequencies.

Specific application is here made for stage

5 graphite-K, and in this connection the energy band model for n=5 is shown
in Fig. 5, for the five valence and five conduction V-bands.

In order to

calculate the SdH frequencies the Fermi level EF must be determined.

The

empirical position of EF shown in Fig. 5 yields four partially occupied
conduction bands with the Fermi surface parameters listed in Table 2,
including calculated and observed SdH frequencie, the cyclotron mass at EF. the
trigonal warping

anisotropy listed as k /k2 , and the electron density for

each carrier pocket.

The values for k /k

1 2

in Table 2 suggest that trigonal

warping Is important for the larger cross-sectional areas with heavier masses,
whereas the smaller light mass cross-sections are circular.
good agreement of the observed SdH

The generally

frequencies with the empty intercalate

layer model of Fig. 5 suggests that the effect of intercalant-graphite
bounding layer interactions can be treated as a perturbation and evaluated
by fitting the model quantitatively to the observed SdH

frequencies. It should

be noted that the volumes of the carrier pockets for the four occupied bands in
FIS. 5 correspond

to a charge transfer of "0.3 electron per intercalant into

these carrier pockets.

9

V.

Concluding Remarks
The mathematical technique used here to obtain the electronic dispersion

relations can also be applied to obtain phonon dispersion relations for
graphite intercalation compounds [101.

A major strength of this general

approach is the proper treatment of symmetry in the Fourier expansion of
the dispersion relations for the intercalation compounds.
A three-dimensional Fourier expansion of the electronic energy bands
for intercalated graphite based on a kz-axis folded SWHcC structure has been
developed.

An "empty interaalate layer" limit of this model has been applied

to interpret the observed SdH frequencies in stage 5 graphite-potassium.
Using only the SWMcC parameters for pristine graphite, and no other
parameters, the model is able to account for most of the observed SdH
frequencies.

The good agreement with the magnetoreflection results is built

into the model by using the basic SWMcC Hamiltonian in which the band parameters
were originally evaluated to fit the observed magnetoreflection spectra for
graphite.

Further tests of the kz-axis folded SWMcC model are now in progress

by applying the model to the SdH spectra for other stages in the graphitepotassium system and for compounds with the intercalant Rb.

The model is

also being tested by an application to the interpretation of measured
optical reflectivity spectra.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. I

Electronic energy levels derived by kz-axis zone-folding
of the 3 dimensional Fourier expansion of the pristine
graphite i-band Hamiltonian for a primitive (2x2) superlattice.

An

empty intercalate layer is assumed and the expansion parameters
are based on the SWMcC parameters along the HK axis.

On the

right an expanded scale is used to plot the levels on and near
the HK axis.
Fig. 2

Magnetoreflection spectrum using (+) circular polarization for
an acceptor compound (FeCl3 stage 7) at a photcn energy
41m - 0.295 eV and for a donor compound (Rb stage 6) at
- 0.335 eV. For comparison, traces for graphite are
shown at comparable photon energies. The resonances are
specified by the quantum numbers for the initial and final
states. (From the work of Mendez et al. Ref. 6).

Fig. 3

Shubnikov-de Haas Fourier Transform Power Spectra for stage 2
and 8 graphite-Rb. These power spectra were obtained by a
Fourier transform of an experimental resistivity vs I/H trace
for magnetic fields H < 15 Tesla.

The peaks in the power spectra

correspond to SdH frequencies, which are given in Tesla and the
same scale is used for each stage.
Fig. 4

Shubnikov-de Haas Fourier Transform Power Spectra for stage 2,
5 and 8 graphite-K.

Fig. 5

(See Fig. 3).

Electronic band structure in the vicinity of the HK axis near the
Fermi level for a stage 5 "empty intercalate layer" model for a
graphite intercalation compound.

The Fermi level is determined to

fit the observed SdH frequencies. For the indicated Fermi level four
of the conduction bands are partially occupied and give rise to
Fermi surfaces and carrier pockets.
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ABSTRACT
The electron energy bands for graphite intercalation
compounds are calculated using a model based on the wellestablished electronic structure of pristine graphite.

The ir-band

Hamiltonian for graphite is folded in k-space appropriate to the
intercalant superlattice which includes k -axis and in-plane zone
folding.

The folded k-space Hamiltonian is transformed into a

layer representation and modifications are incorporated into the
Hamiltonian to properly account for the perturbations due to the
intercalate layer.

With the inclusion of an interaction between

the intercalate layer and the graphite bounding layer, electronic
structures appropriate to both donor and acceptor compounds can
be deduced.

The model is applicable to any intercalant and stage,

and predicts stage dependent Shubnikov-de Haas and optical spectra.

If.

1

I. Introduction
The intercalate symmetry imposes a superlattice periodicity on the
crystal structure of graphite intercalation compounds which is reflected
in the electronic structure.

This intercalate symmetry can be conveniently

modeled by Brillouin zone folding of the electronic dispersion relations
E(k) of pristine graphite [1].

The staging periodicity is the dominant

symmetry of intercalated graphite, and can be found in most donor and acceptor
compounds that have been prepared to date (2].

The staging periodicity is
In

treated mathematically in terms of a kz-axis zone folding of E(k).

addition, in-plane ordering appears to be well established in some compounds,
such as the stage 1 alkali metal compounds [3].

The symmetry imposed by the

in-plane intercalate ordering for systems where the intercalate structure is
commensurate with the graphite layers is treated by an in-plane folding of
the dispersion relations.

Both types of zone folding are considered in

this treatment of the electronic dispersion relations for intercalated
graphite.

By emphasizing-the basic symmetry of the intercalation compounds,

a model is developed which is applicable to any intercalant and stage.
The zone folding technique presented here is based on the known electronic
structure of pristine graphite 14,5].

The intercalate layer is initially

modeled as a periodic empty layer [6] in otherwise perfectly ordered graphite.
This empty intercalate layer model simultaneously explains Fermi surface
data [7], which show a pronounced stage dependence of the Fermi surfaces
and major departures from the graphite Fermi surfaces, and magnetoreflection
data [81 which provide 3trong evidence that the ene:gy bands near the Fermi
level remain highly graphitic upon intercalation.

A k.-dependent charge

distribution results from the incomplete occupation of zone edge valence
or conduction bands and from the intercalant-graphite bounding layer

i-,

-

2

interactions which are introduced to obtain a quantitative fit Lo
experimental data
In this paper, explicit results for the electronic dispersion
relations are presented for various in-plane superlattices for stage 1
compounds, and for some higher stage compounds.

Calculated dispersion

relations are also presented as a function of stage, and are related to
experimental results relevant to the electronic structure.
II.

Brillouin Zone Folding Model
The introduction of the intercalant introduces a c-axis periodicity

associated with the staging phenomenon and in some cases an additional
in-plane periodicity when the intercalant is commensurate with the graphite
in-plane structure.

The effect of the superlattice periodicity on the electronic

structure is treated by zone folding of the graphite Brillouin zone on to the
smaller zone for the superlattice structure.

The interaction between the

intercalate and graphite is then treated in perturbation theory.
In cases where an in-plane superlattice is present, the tone folding
is represented mathematically by the in-plane zone-folded Hamiltonian Hjf(k)

0

H (k+K1

(1)

H

0

H o0(k+K )

in which H0(k) is the 4x4 Hamiltonian for the graphite w-bands and the
reciprocal lattice vectors Kl"
in-plane structures.

m are given in Table I for the simpler
2
For a superlattice unit cell containing p graphite

unit cells there are p reciprocal lattice vectors and Hif(k) is a (4px4p)
matrix.

If there is no in-plane periodicity, then Hif(k) is simply the

(4x4) Slonczewski-Weiss-McClure or Fourier expansion Hamiltonian for
pristine graphite.

3

The staging periodicity for the intercalation compound is modeled using
a kz -axis zone folding technique.

The Hamiltonian is written in terms of

Z pairs of graphite planes ABAB...AB, where the basic repeat distance is
determined by the number of planes in the c-axis repeat distance of the
intercalation compound, considering for the moment the intercalate layer
to be indistinguishable from graphite.
Hzf(k)

is

The k -zone-folded Hamiltonian
z

then written as

Hjf(k)

(k)
f

0...

0c

if

+! 0~~

(2)

0

where each of the blocks is the (4px4p) in-plane folded graphite Hamiltonian
given by Eq. (1) and k = n+l for even stage or (n+1)/2 for add stage compounds,
where n is the stage index and c0

3.35X (1].

The effect of intercalation is easily implemented in the Hamiltonian
given by Eq. (3) after making a transformation to a layer representation [l.
which is written as
Hlayer (k) "U
H

H £f(k)

- 1

(3)

where the unitary transformation transforms the basis functions of Eq. (2)
to basis functions for a layer representation.

The resulting layer

Hamiltonian is then written as

•.*..,... :...i................

^o

HoH

A0
layer00

0

B0AA1

(4)

0

H
RABBH.IBHA

In which the blocks HAiAj,

HAiBj 9 HBiBj ... are 2px2p matrices having

layer subscripts.
The unitary transformation of H zf (k) does not change the eigenvalues
of the Hamiltonian.

Thus the energy bands from the folded graphite

Hamiltonian in the layer representation of Eq. (4) are formally identical
to the graphite energy bands.

i'owever, in the layer representation, the

effect of intercalation is easily included by substitution of matrix blocks
for the intercalate species in place of the appropriate graphite layer.
H t
H B
For the odd stage n compounds, the resulting Hamiltonian is
HXX

HXBA

HXA1

HXB

cIc -()
XA

.i "H

HXB.

B0A1

H

AA11

H...

... H',XBA

- ,- ....
... ...
",',
,,:,,M
X........X.
E...
-XA--XBA,
0
1
where A Is written for (n-l)/2, and X denotes an intercalate layer.

f the Hai-o.nTus

enrg

adsfomte.ode

rah

'
-''"
For

---

the even stage compounds (1] both an A layer and a B layer must be replaced
by an

intercalate block.

Explicit results for the electronic energy

dispersion relations are now presented for several cases of interest.

III.

Results and Discussion
Dispersion relations for graphite and for various in-plane zone foldings,

some of which are appropriate to stage 1 compounds in their low temperature
phases,are shown in Fig. 1.

These W-band dispersion relations are calculated

from Eq. (5) for the case where the graphite layer is replaced by an empty

intercalate layer (the "empty intercalant layer lattice").

We note that in

constructing the dispersion relations in Fig. 1, only the known energy band
parameters for graphite are used with no additional terms introduced to account
for the intercalant-graphite bounding layer interaction.
the p(V3 x .)R30

°

The results for

and p(2x2) superlattices enable a comparison to be made

between the phenomenological model and both experimental results and theoretical
first principles calculations for stage 1 compounds.
Results are shown in Fig. 2 for such a comparison between the dispersion
relations calculated for the stage 1 empty intercalate layer model for
a p(/3 x /3)R30 and p(2x2)R0 ° superlattice and for the first principles
calculations of Holzwarth et al. [9] for C6 Li and of Ohno et al. [10]
for C8K. Good agreement is obtained for the bands related to the graphite
i-bands, showing that the perturbation of the graphite n-bands by the
intercalant is small.

To obtain agreement for the hybridized metal s-bands,

it is necessary to fit the phenomenological bands to the first principles
hybridized s-bands to determine the overlap band parameters between the
graphite i-orbitals and the intercalate orbitals.

One attractive feature

of the phenomenological model is that once the band parameters are determinee

for any low stage compound (where the graphite-intercalate interactions are

.

.

important), the dispersion relations for all stages can then be evaluated
without introduction of additional band parameters.

The phenomenological.

model thus provides a useful tool for the calculation of the electronic
structure for high stage compounds where first principles calculations are
difficult to make and the phenomenological model is expected to be most
convergent.
A comparison between the dispersion relations for zone folded graphite
(Eq. 4) and for the empty intercalate layer model (Eq. 5) is shown in Fig. 3
for a stage 3 compound for both a p(r3 x r3)R30
superlattice.

and a p(2x2) in-plane

Independent of the in-plane superlattice, the replacement

of a graphite layer by an empty intercalate layer gives rise to only minor
differences in the structure of the w-bands, but results in a great reduction
This reduction in

in the kz dispersion near the zero of energy in Fig. 3.

the kz dispersion has major consequences on the electronic and optical
properties of intercalation compounds.

Inclusion of a donor or an acceptor

layer does little to perturb the general features of the "empty lattice" energy
band model except for the placement of the energy levels near the zero of
energy.
Finally, we show in Fig. 4, dispersion relations based on the empty
intercalate layer model for stage 1 to 5 compounds with a p(/
in-plane folding.

x /3)R30

On the left we show a plot of the energy bands on an

expanded energy scale in the region of the r and A points in the hexagonal
Brillouin zone.

For this in-plane superlattice, the Slonczewski-Weiss-McClure

bands fold into the region of the Brillouin zone about rA.

A comparison

with other in-plane orderings shows that the details of the band structure
in the neighborhood of the Fermi level is independent of in-plane order,
since no explicit intercalate-graphite bounding layer interaction has been
introduced.

In this figure we further note that the dispersion relations differ

*.

,

.*

'

as we move away from the r point

in the rM and rK directions, reflecting

the trigonal warping of the energy bands.
The basic model for the dispersion relations presented in this paper haz
been applied to fit experimental Shubnikov de Haas (SdH) (7] and magnetoreflection [8] data.

In addition, structure observed in the infrared

reflectivity [11,12) can be identified with transitions between'energy
bands that are folded back because of the k periodicity due to the staging
z
phenomenon. To distinguish between donor and acceptor compounds and to
obtain a quantitative fit to experimental data, it is necessary to include
an explicit interaction between the intercalate and graphite bounding layers.
With regard to Shubnikov de Haas measurements, the Fermi surface cross
sectional areas depend critically on the position of the Fermi level.

If

the Fermi level lies above the highest 7-band along the HK axis, the SdH
frequencies will group into a number of clusters equal to the stage of the
compound.

The splitting within the clusters is directly related to the k z

dispersion of the energy levels.

In the fit to the SdH frequencies observed

for stage 5 graphite-K (7], the Fermi level was placed so that only 4 out of
5 possible electron pockets were occupied, indicating a non-uniform
z-dependence of the charge distribution.
The z-dependence of the charge distribution depends critically on both
the position of the Fermi level and the shift in the bounding layer potential
associated with the intercalate-graphite bounding layer interaction.

If the

w-bands are fully occupied (or fully empty) or exactly half occupied (as in
pristine graphite), then the
the graphite layers.

-electron charge distribution is uniform on

Since each of the energy bands corresponds to a different

contribution from each of the real space layers, a partial occupation of antibonding w-bands, associated with raising the Fermi level through donor

, LI

8

intercalation, gives rise to a non-uniform charge distribution even within
the empty intercalate layer model.

The introduction of an intercalate-graphitc

bounding layer interaction further contributes to the z-dependence of the
charge distribution.
The formalism developed for the electronic levels in the intercalation
compounds is easily applied to the calculation of quantized Landau levels [13].
Such an analysis is needed for the detailed interpretation of the
magnetoreflection experiments [8] which show that intercalation gives rise
to small changes in the graphite band parameters.

These changes can be measured

quantitatively over a wide range of intercalate concentrations and the resulting
band parameters can be incorporated into the model of Eq. (5).

The large

decrease found for the kz-dispersion of the electronic states is also observed
for the Landau levels, and hence the magnetic field-induced singularities
in the density of states are enhanced by intercalation.

In addition, kz-axis

zone folding introduces new singularities in the density of states which are
expected to give rise to new series of Landau level transitions.
A great amount of work yet remains to be done to obtain electronic dispersion
relations which can quantitatively account for th6 large variety of detailed
experimental information now becoming available for the graphite inter-

calation compounds.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1

Electronic dispersion curves for T-bands in graphite and in
an empty intercalate layer model for a stage 1 intercalation
compound with various in-plane zone foldings, each corresponding
to the indicated commensurate ordered intercalate superlattice.

Fig. 2

Comparison between the stage 1 empty intercalate layer model for
a p(,r x r3)R30* superlattice (solid curves) and the band structure
calculation (dashed curves) for C6 Li by Holzwarth et al. (Ref. 9).
The p(2x2) structure (solid curves) is compared to the band
calculation (dashed curves) for C8 K by Ohno

et al. (Ref. 10).

The first principles calculations (dashed curves) also show
alkali metal s and p bands and consider explicitly the ctfyd
intercalate stacking order in the case of C8 K; these features
are not considered in the present calculation.

Fig. 3

Electronic dispersion relations for a stage 3 compound assuming

both a p(,'N x r3)R30* and a p(2x2) in-plane ordering.

For the

dispersion relations labeled 'tolded graphite', kz -axis zone folding
appropriate to a stage 3 compound has been carried out while the

curves labeled 'tage

1' correspond to the replacement of a graphite

layer by an empty intercalate layer, thereby reducing the number
of energy levels and reducing the kz dispersion of the energy bands.
Fig. 4

Empty intercalate layer n-band model applied to a p(/3 x r3)R30 °
superlattice for stage 1 4 n c 5 compounds.

On the left is shown

an expanded energy scale plot of the bands which occur near the
Fermi level for each intercalation compound.
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Recent advances in the preparation and characterization
of graphite intercalation compounds have given rise to
detailed and accurate measurements relevant to the Fermi
surface topology [1.2] and to the electronic structure [2,3].

Various authors (4,5] have stressed that even for low-stage
compounds most of the electronic levels in an energy range
of %±lOeV of the Fermi level are directly related to those
In pristine graphite. Because of this close relation to
pristine graphite, the theoretical models which have been

discussed are often expressed in terms of single layer
The two-dimensional models for intergraphite bands [6,71.
calated graphite [8] have been written to include charge
transfer to the graphite and screening charge in the
graphite bounding layers.
The first principles calculations for the stage I donor

compounds C6Li (91 and C8K [10,11] have confirmed many of
the above assumptions.

These calculations also emphasize

that a fully self-consistent one-electron band calculation
does not require additional assumptions about charge
transfer and screening charge density because such quantities can be calculated directly from the wave functions
used in the calculation. Nevertheless, because of
practical considerations related to the large number of
atoms in the unit cell for the dilute compound, first
principles band calculations cannot be carried out for the
entire range of stages and intercalants for which experimental work has been reported. Therefore phenomenological
models, such as the kz-axis zone folded model developed in
this paper, are needed to explain experimental data or to
serve as an interpolation scheme between calculated
points in first principles calculations and as an extrapolation scheme to high stage compounds.
The results presented in this paper represent a
specialization of a more general c- and a-axis zone folded
model presented elsewhere [12,13]. The general model shows
that the form of the levels near the Fermi surface reduces
to the Slonczewski-Weiss-,.cClure (SWMcC) form, independent
of the in-ilane order. The SI1IcC effective Hamiltonian

valid *or 1s on or near the HKH axis is written (14,15] as

H0 (k)-

E1

0

H13

H13

oS0
*
H1 3

E2
*
H2 3

H2 3
E3

23
H1
33

H13

-H2 3

H3 3

3

in which the k. dependence of the matrix elements IE either
the SWMcC Hamiltonian [14] gr the full 3-dimensional Fourier
expansion [16] of the interacting n-bands,
The SWtcC Hamiltonian is written (141 in a representation whose symmetrized Bloch functions are given by
713- (a+a')//-, T21 " (a-a')//2, V3 1 ' b, T32 - b'.

2

These functions transform as the irreduciblerepresentations
of the group of the rs wave vector at point ks and are
a(ka) " 1-e
Z~ (r- d

1

1:s -(

+ tB')z(
4.4

d

t+,

where the origin is at atom A in the A plane and tA,, tB,
tare vectors from the origin to the other atoms in the
graphite unit cell. The intercalation compound is modelled
using a kz-axis zone folding technique. The lamiltonian is
written in terms of £ pairs of graphite planes ABAB...AB,
where the basic repeat distance is determined by the number
of planes in the c-axis repeat distance of the intercalation
compound, considering for the moment the intercalate layer
to be indistinguishable from graphite. The zone-folded
Elamiltonian is taken to be

Ho(ks)
d(s)d

0

(k s

0Ht(+

e

..

j

(3.
z)

Bde

o

d

where each of the blocks is the 4x4 SlcC Hamiltonian given
by Eq. (1) and
n+l for even stage or (n+l)/2 for odd stage
compounds, where n is the stage index. The basis functions
for the folded Hamiltonian, Eq. (3), are given by Eq. (2)i
with the approprieat t
tions in
-space, and C3.35A.
In order to consider explicitly the effect of intercalation, the Hamiltonian given by Eq. (3) must be transformed to a layer representation which is written
explicitly by
Nlayer

s

olded0 s U

(

where the unitary transformation is derived from the basis
functions given in Eq. (2), yielding

1l12

C0.0

where the 4x4 matrix SI

...

0-1,2(-1

(5

is given by
Y

1

Yp

0

-27rim

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

y
Yp

0

(60

110~ -exV2r

*0
and-y - exp('-7ip/Lt).
then written as

AA

The resulting layer Hamiltonian is

HA

BHB
layers8

H

Ail1

+

3A
0 1

HA~

B -1B-1

--

tam

in which the blocks HAi A , HAiBj , HBiB j ...• are Wx matrices

0
having layer subscripts.
The unitary transformaion of Hfolded(kS) does not change
the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian. Thus the energy bands
from the folded SWMcC Hamiltonian in the layer representation
of Eq. (6) are identical to the SWMcC energy bands. However,
in the layer representation, the effect of intercalation is
easily included by substitution of matrix blocks for the
Intercalate species in place of the appropriate graphite
layer. For the odd stage n compounds, the resulting
Hamiltonian is

Ux

Uo

U....

11X K o
(n)(8a)

GIC

' U

HoH

1c" EA
oi

,a

11%

AA

S0

tS

XBHUB
where ) is written for (n-l)/2, and X denotes an intercalate
layer. For the even stage compounds the effective
Hamiltonian is

Ho

HBo
0

0

(n)
GIC

(8b)

r
RA

AA

%X

%AAv

H%'.
H

where U-n/2 and v-(n/2)+l. If the stacking of the intercalate layers is different in successive layers (e.g. ri,B,
Y...), the Hamiltonian can be generalized by considering
explicitly a larger unit cell and appropriate interaction
terms to split the zone-folded levels.

In this paper we consider the implicdtions of the form
of Eq. (8a) and (8b) by an explicit diagonalization of these
matrices, first for an "empty" lattice in which the inter0)
0 and
calate layer is "vacuum" (i.e. HXX - HXAi - HXBj
then for a generalized donor or acceptor compound in which a
dispersionless intercalate layer interacts with the graphite
bounding layer. Because of the non-equivalent bounding layer
carbon sites, the Fourier expansion Hamiltonian for the
Intercalation compound includes a constant energy shift for
the bounding graphite layer, Vo, as well as i"-dependent
Interaction terms. The results for a single parameter model
are shown in Fig. 1. The case of the "empty lattice"
(ljo - 0) is given in the center of each set. Results for a
bounding layer energy shift of Vo - 0.3eV are presented on
the left side labeled acceptors, and for Po - -0.3eV on the

right side labeled donors. The position of the intercalate
level EX is assumed to lie below the region of the SWMcC
i-bands for acceptors upshifting the bounding layer energy
levels. Correspondingly Ex is above the I-bands for donors
giving a downshift to the bounding layer levels. The
interaction of 0.3eV was suggested by the preliminary
analysis of Shubnikov-de Haas data [1,2]. The plots in Fig.
1 are made using the SW cC band parameters for pristine
graphite [17] given in Table 1 and a single interaction
parameter Po* The magnitude of Vo is expected to differ for

each intercalant, but provided the in-plane intercalate
density is independent of stage, .o will also be independent
of stage. Thus, the dispersion curves given in Fig. I for
stages 1 C n 4 8 depend on the introduction of a single
parameter Po.
The withdrawal of a graphite layer greatly reduces the
dispersion of the bands in the kz direction. Additional kz
dispersion can be introduced by inclusion of kz-dependent
terms in the intercalate-graphite bounding layer interaction.
For stages n > 2, the near degeneracy of the E3 graphite
levels shown for the "empty lattice" bands in Fig. I is
partially lifted by po through non-rigid band shifts, though
a number of the E3 levels still cluster and retain their
near degeneracy. However, for stages n-l and 2, the effect
of 14o is merely to produce a constant energy level shift,
which is physically reasonable since in these cases there are
only graphite bounding layers. Note that for higher stage
compounds (n , 4) in Fig. 1, both electron and hole pockets
can be formed if the interaction energy is comparable with

the Fermi energy shift.
Landau level transitions between the nearly degenerate
33 levels a-e observed in the magnetoreflection spectra [3)
which are well fit by the SWMcC model with small but measurable changes in the SWHcC band parameters upon intercalation.
These modified values of the band parameters can then be
used in applying Eqs. (8a) and (8b) to the interpretation of
experimental data such as the de Haas-van Alphen effect.
Though the parameter changes result in small perturbations
of the SWMcC bands, near the HK axis, larger interactions

.~~~~~

..

could occur in other regions of the Brillouin zone, e.g. the
N point. The energy bands of Fig. 1 show extremal cross
sectional areas at the H and K points [2] which can be
calculated and compared with measured DHVA frequencies and
effective masses. The band model of Eq. (8a,8b) is also
amenable to Landau level calculations using either raising
and lowering operator techniques (181 or semi-classical BohrSommerfeld quantization [19], both of which have been applied
to graphite.
The bands shown in Fig. 1 are all graphite n-bands.
The levels represented by the intercalate Hamiltonian HXX
are not included in this presentation of results in order
to show features of the graphite T-bands which are common
to all intercalants. The intercalate block H -a is eliminated
from Eqs.. (8a) and (8b) using the Lbwdin summation. This
gives the addition of a term -(HXAiHvA.)/(Hx - £) to the
larger block in Eq. (8) where C is the eigenvalue. The sign
of this contribution is negative for donors when the intercalate layers are above E and positive for acceptors where
the intercalate layers are below F.
The Fermi level can be
calculated by assuming explicitly the fractional charge
transfer per intercalate atom or molecule.
Incomplete
charge transfer to the SWMcC bands implies that the intercalate bands are occupied or that in-plane zone-folding has
resulted in the occupation of n-bands at other points in
the zone such as the N-point [13]. These additional levels
should then be included explicitly in Eqs. (8a,8b).
The electronic states associated with the intercalate
layer can be explicitly incorporated in the HXX block of the
Hamiltonian H
, given in Eqs. (8a,8b). The alkali metal
donor compounds require levels associated with s and p
orbitals, whereas the acceptor compounds generally require
the use of more localized electronic states. These considerations for the electronic levels in the pristine intercalate
material suggest that donor compounds should exhibit more kz
dependence in the coupling blocks, HXBO, and more kz dispersion than the acceptor compounds. The observed conductivity
anisotropies in donors and acceptors is consistent with this
basic different in the intercalate electronic levels.
This simple extension of the phenomenological graphite
Hamiltonian features the close relation bewteen pristine
graphite and the well-staged intercalation compounds. The
model is based on a kz-axis Brillouin zone-folding and makes
no use of a-plane superlattice periodicity. The same
Hamiltonian with no additional parameters can be used to
model all stages (plots are shown in Fig. 1 for stages
1 4 n 9 8). The model can be used for the standard introduction of Landau level quantization and this provides a
direct way of applying quantum oscillatory phenomena to a
quantitative determination of the electronic structure of
Intercalation compounds.
Acknowledgments - The authors wish to thank H. Shayegan and
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Figure Captions

Fig.

I

E(k) for graphite intercalation compounds along the
the edge of the hexagonal Brillouin zone where the
K-point corresponds to kz=O. The E(t) for the oddstage compounds are plotted.in (a) for stages
n-1,3,5,7 where the H-point corresponds to 7/Ic
where Ic is the repeat distance in the c-direction.
The E(t) for the even stages is plotted in (b) for
n-2,4,6,8 where the H-point corresponds to w/21c.
An intercalate graphite bounding layer interaction
appropriate to donors is shown on the right hand
side of the figure and that appropriate to
acceptors is shown on the left. For each stage,
the-center panel is for the "empty lattice" with
no graphite-intercalant interaction. Where
degeneracies (or-near degeneracies) occur, the
number of levels is indicated. For the even stages
the levels pair away from the HK axis except for
the double pairings labeled 4.
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The kz-axis zone folded Hamiltonian based on pristine
graphite ene-Lgy bands with an empty intercalate laver
accounts for both obseyvations of the Fermi surface
made by the Shubriikov-de Haas technique, which show
large changes with intercalation, znd of the magnetic
energy level structure by the magnetoreflection
technique, where very small changes are found. This
model has implications for transport and optical
properties for donor intercalation compounds.
Because of the unusual properties of graphite intercalation
compounds and their close connection to the semiconea.uctor sur
lattice Structures now being fabricated by mnolecular beaim e-pitaxy,
graphite intercalation compounds have attracted attention in the
semiconductor community. Analogous to the transport behavior
observed for the semiconductor superlattice structures, the high
electrical conductivity of graphite interCalation compounds is
achieved by charge transfer from the intercalate lave-rs where the
mobility is low to the graphite layers where the moility is very
high.
The superlattice structure created by molecular beam ejpitaxy
growth is achieved in graphite intercalation compounds by the Staging
mechanism which results in intercalated graphite with seq uential
intercalant layers separated by n graphiite layers where n denotes
the stage. For intercalated graphite the staging periodicity, is lofl2,
range and is a dominant symmetry.
The electronic structure is determined by the basic sYmm.et ry of
graphite as modified by the staging periodicity.
This structure ii
here studied by the Shubnikov-de llaas effect fo-Y a deter-mination of
the Fermi surface and by the manetcreflection technique which .s
sensitive to the quantiz-ed electronic energy levels in a magnet~.'
field. A phenomenological model tbased on crystal syrmmetry 4.Susdt
interrret and to interrelate the experimental observations 7'iade Ioy
t!,e twio rechniques.
Applicatio-n of the calculational teclinioques
jeve1cpeU! for the inter lated graphite superlattice st-ructuras to the,
%ev cc'idtacter sune-lattice structures coull be of significance.
'"'rVA?;On Or only sm~all changes in the electronic band para* nter;::mlaion sugg-',tt a theory for the electronic
Sr-,
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Fig. I Electronic band structure
in the vicinity of the HK axis for
a stage 5 "empty intercalate layer"
model for a graphite intercalation
compound. The Fermi energy is

Fig. 2 Magnetoreflection spectra
using (+) circular polarization
for an acceptor (FeCl3 stage
%
and for a donor compound C!ib
stage 6) at the indicated photon

determined to fit the observed SdIfrequencies. For the indicated
Fermi level, four of the conduction
bands are partially occupied and

energies. For coviparison, traces
for graphite are slown. The
resonances are specified by
quantum numbers for the initial

give rise to Fermi surfaces and

and final states (Ref. 33.

carrier pockets.
interaction is neglected [2],

These results, shown for the S

conduction and 5 valence bands near the H-K zone edge, demonstrate
that intercalation greatly decreases the kz dispersion. '.!'he pl:icement of the Fermi level in Fig. 1 results in a partial occupaonr.
of the w-bands which gives rise to a z-dependent charge distribution.
Detailed information on the form of these energy bands is
provided by the Ergnetoreflection experimnt which probes resonant
transitions from occupied magnetic energ>, levels below the .Permi
level Ep to unoccupied levels above EF.
Measuremonts have be-en made
on well-staged donor (stages n6) and acceptor (stage n,4) comounds
(3], characterized by (00t) diffractogyrans to establish their stage
index and staging fidelity.
Resonant structures observed iii tlhe
magnetoreflection spectra are identified with Landau Il.vel tranitions between magnetic energy levels associated with the E3 bands
which in graphite are degenerate at the K-point. The close similarl.tv
of the magnetoreflection spectra in pristine grnphite and in tlieic'
donor and acceptor comounds Indicates that the electron.ic strucu te
of the %-bands near El. remains hiighly graphitic upon int ercalti.ci,
--

-,
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,
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Table 1 Results of analysis of
magngtoreflection experiments

Analysis of the observed snectra
on the basis oF a two-band rod,.!
for the K-point valence and
l'nter*
*
( 2
conduction bands yie'ds 1,
calant Stage
c
v
0 1
valence and conduction band
effective masses my and mc . Since
(HOPG)
G
0.056 0.084
25.1
the observed magnetoreflection
spectra in the intercalation com26.0
0.056 0.076
8
Aid3
6
0.054 0.076
26.6
pounds are well satisfied by the
form of the Slonczewski-WeissFeCI 3
7
0.055 0.079
26.1
McClur.! (SWrNcC) energy level model
5
0.054 0.075
26.6
for graphite, analysis of these
data yields the SWbacC band para31.7
0.045 0.065
6
Rb
meter combination (y2/y,) which
determines the Landau leve!
separation. A summary of typical results is given in Table 1, giving
strong support for the close relation between the graphite l-bands in
the intercalation compounds and in pristine graphite.
To study the Fermi surface, Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) measurements
of the transverse magnetoresistance have been made. Particular
emphasis was given to measurements on encapsulated, well-staged alkali
metal donor compounds [2].
The four-point method was used to study
the a-plane transverse magnetoresistance in the temperature range
1.4<T<4.2K and in magnetic fields up to 15 Tesla.
Data acquisition
was by computer, and the data were manipulated to obtain a Fourier
power spectrum of resistance vs 1/H, thereby yielding the frequencies
of SdH oscillations, which are related to the extremal cross sections
of the Fermi surface [2].
The Fourier power spectra for the SdH
frequencies for potassium stages 2,5 and 8 are shown in Fig. 3. Of
particular significance is the stage dependence of the observed
spectra, in agreement with results by Suematsu et al. [4].
A detailed
study was made for several stage 5 samples and the observed Sd!
frequencies compared with predictions of the empty intercalate layer
model of Fig. 1, with the Fermi level placed to fit the SdH1 frequencies. It should be noted that the empty intercalate layer model uses
only graphite band parameters, which have been determined previously.
Thus the good agreement obtained between the calculated and observed
SdH frequencies in Table 2 gives strong support that the energy 1 evtls
close to EF are very similar to the basic r-bands of pristine graphit,.
in agreement with the magnetoreflection results discussed above. The
large change in the SdH frequencies and their stage dependence is due
to the stage dependence of the number of conduction and valence bands,
of the kz-axis zone-folding procedure and of the position of the 1er,1'
level relative to the K-point band edge, It is of interest to note
that light masses similar to those in pristine graphite are found for
the small carrier pockets,with significantly larger masses for the
larger carrier pockets which probably contribute more significantly
to transport properties.
It is furthermore likely that other carl e
pockets of lower mobility occur elsewhere in the zone, thereby
accounting for the proper charge transfer.
From the Shubnikov-de Haas results and the model for the energy
bands we conclude that the transport properties of graphite intercalation compounds must be interpreted in terms of a multi-nocket
model, with contributions from each of the occupied carrier pockets
Explicit use of an energy hand model which
(see Fig. 1 and Table 2).
can be applied to any stage and intercalant provides a basis for
calculations of the transport properties for intercalated

graphi te.
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I
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Fig. 3 Shubnikov-du ~
Fourier transform power
spectra for stages 2,5 and 8
graphite-K. These poWer
spectra were obtained by a
Fourier transform of an
experimental resistivity vs
i/- trace for magnetic fitl!Is
StoqeHI15 Tesla. The peaks in the
power spectra correspond to
SdH frequencies, which aro
given in Tesla and rie saoe
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Table 2

30400

200

50060

Fermi surface parameters associated with stage 5 graphite-K

Fermi Surface
Parameters

K
1

K-point Band Designation
KK
K2
3

m /m00.143

)

n.(xlO 2 cm-

2.36

4

0.115

0.0828

0.0511

1.76

0.975

0.138

SdH Frequencies
Calculated
(Tesla)

401

300

163

26.7

Observed
(Tesla)

453
430

290
267
243

191
15S21
135

24
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Electronic Energy Bands and Fermi Surfaces in
Graphite Intercalation Compounds.- G. DRESSELHAUS,*
S.Y. LEUNG and M. SHAYEG.N, M.I.T.--A model for the
electronic energy bands for graphite intercalation
compounds is presented, based on the 3-dimensional
Fourier expansion for the 7r-bands in pristine graphite.
The model focuses both on staging periodicity which is
treated by zone folding in the k z direction and an inplane superlattice which introduces an in-plane zonefolding. The effect of intercalation is treated in
the Hamiltonian by the removal of a graphite layer and
its replacement by an intercalate layer, resulting in
a greatly reduced k z dispersion with only minor changes
in the in-plane dispersion. Graphite-intercalate
interactions are introduced to yield the appropriate
kz dispersion indicated by experiment. This model is
used to calculate extremal areas of the Fermi surface
which are compared with SDH and DHVA experiments on
low stage alkali metal compounds.
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Angular Dependence of SdH Frequencies in
Alkali-Metal Graphite Intercalation Compounds.!*
H. SHAYEGAN and G. DRESSELHAUS"T, M.I.T.-- The different
stage dependence of the Fermi surface reported for
donor and acceptor compounds has been a matter of
interest and controversy. We report the angular
dependence (e=angle between magnetic field and c-axis)
for Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) frequencies PO(Tesla) in
well-staged (stages n<4) graphite-K and graphite-Rb
compounds. The observed %o for potassium stage 2 are
135T, 150T, 280T and 310T, with the main % o at 150T.
The e dependence of these Qe is consistent with a
cylindrical Fermi surface along the c-axis. Rubidium
samples show significantly different features.
Rubidium stage-2 has its main Po at 28T with two o of
lower intensity at 220T and 260T. The e dependence
for these Q0 is not compatible with cylindrical Fermi
surfaces. Comparison is made to DHVA frequencies for
graphite-K compounds reported by Tanuma et al. The
results for K and Rb donor intercalants is contrasted
and compared with observations in acceptor compounds.
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ABSTRACT
Raman spectroscopy has been used to study Br-Br bond stretch modes,
both for bromine adsorbed on Grafoil between -120 and -133 0 C, and for
bromine in the gas phase above a room temperature pyrolytic graphite
sample. The low temperature spectra include broad (F'WMM-24 cm-i) peaks
at 269 and 277 cm-1, and a narrower peak (-4 cm-1) at 274 cm-1. These
three peaks, which are seen individually at different temperatures and
bromine pressures, are tentatively correlated with the pressure/temperature
adsorbed phase diagram from Lander and Morrison's LEED study. The data do
not cover a sufficient range of pressures and temperatures to make a
positive identification of the observed modes with the adsorbed phases.
At excitation wavelengths shorter than 5100 Angstroms, the room
temperature Raman spectra are featureless at all bromine pressures studied.
In particular, the expected Br-Br stretch modes corresponding to adsorbed
Br2 molecules at gas pressures near the bromine-graphite intercalation
threshold (18 Torr) are not observed.
At excitation wavelengths longer than 5100 Angstroms, sharply
resonant room temperature Raman spectra are observed. Relatively simple
spectra excited by argon and krypton laser lines are identified as arising
when the photon energy matches the energy separation between a level of
ground state and a level of the 3 T7Cu+ excited state. Dye laser
the lg+
spectra over the range 5722 A to 6360 A. which are much more complex, are
nevertheless shown to arise from the same source.
A background chapter surveys the literature concerning bromine intercalation and adsorption on graphite, as well as resonant scattering from
rotational energy levels of Br2 in the gas phase.
An experimental chapter discusses the equipment used in the light
scattering experiments.
An experiment is proposed to study fluorescence from resonant
absorptions, in order to deduce the energies of high rotational-vibrational
levels of the ground state.

THESIS SUPERVISOR. Mildred S. Dzesselhaus
TITLE: Abby Rockefeller MauzA Professor of Electrical Engineering, and
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MANGNETOREFLECTWON AND SIUBNTKOV-DE IWAS EXPERIMENTS
ON GRAPHITE INtLRCALATION COMPOUNDS

M. S. Dresselhaus, G. Dresselhaus, M. Shayegant and T.C. Chieu #
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
U.S.A.

1.

Introduction

Graphite intercalation compounds represent a class of compounds wi.th many
similarities to the superlattice semiconductors prepared by molecular beam
epitaxy. Intercalated graphite has recently attracted considerable attention because the addition of an intercalant can dramatically change tho electronic properties of the host graphite material. For example, with the addition of AsF 5 , an intercalation compound with room temperature conductivity
comparable to that of copper can be achieved [1], while the addition of an
Similar to the behavior in
alkali metal can result in a superconductor [2].
modulation-doped superlattices, high conductivity in intercalated graphite
is achieved by a charge transfer from the intercalate layer, where the mobility is low, to the high mobility graphite layers.
High magnetic fields allow use of the magnetoreflection -technique to obtain detailed information on the electronic dispersion relations within a
few hundred meV of the Fermi level [3,4], and use of the Shubnikov-de Haas
effect and related quantum oscillatory phenomena to provide information on
Initially it seemed difficult to reconcile the rethe Fermi surface [5-8].
sults obtained by these two high field techniques because the magnetoreflection experiment provided strong evidence that the electronic structure near
the Fermi level remained highly graphitic upon intercalation, while the
Shubnikov-de Haas experiment indicated that large changes in the Fermi surface occur through intercalation. Using a recently-developed phenomenological model for the electronic structure of intercalated graphite [91, consistency between the magnetoreflection and Shubnikov-de Haas results is demonstrated. This model also provides a basis for the calculation of the magnetic energy level structure which is needed to explain the magnetoreflection
spectra in detail.
Graphite intercalation compounds ure prepared by the insertion of atomic

or molecular layers of a different chemical species between layers of the
graphite host material 1101. In this insertion or intercalation process, the
layer structure of graphite is almost completely preserved because of the
strong intraplanar bindiig in graphite, and likewise the intercalate layer is
closely related to a layer tn the parent solid. Structurally, graphite inti/iml
w'lretercalation compounds exhibit the rei,,,rkaf-le phenomenon call,.!
by the intercalate layerq are periodically arranged in a matrix of gr.qhlitv
;jrl •
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2L
superlattice structure simiIar to that prepared in

semiconductors I,%_',

,:u-ecular beam epiL-axy technique. Staging is widespread among granhite intercalation compounds and well-staged samples can be preparcd up to high
stage (nx10). The stage determination and the c-axis repeat distance T .re
Because of the strong s
obtained from (O0) x-ray :it'raccngrai..
dence found for the Shubnikov-de Hans (SdH) frequencies in the dunor !n ,_,calation compounds in this work, it is necessary to carry out the :' a.urcments on single-staged samples. By careful preparation of well-staged COTpounds it is possible to achieve the resonance condition wcT>l recu;red 'or
the observation of Landau level phenomena. For both the magnetoreflection
and Shubnikov-de Haas studies, the samples were prepared by the two-zono
growth technique [111 and the stage index was determined from (00,) x-ray
diffractograms.
2.

Magnetoreflection Experiments

The magnetoreflection measurements were made at nearly normal incidence to
the c-face of the intercalated graphite samples using the Faraday geometry
with magnetic fields in the range 0<H<15 Tesla [4].
Magnetoreflection
traces were taken at constant photon energy in the range 0.1 eV < li < 0.5 eV,
using circularly polarized light obtained with a gold-wire grid and a CsI
Fresnel rhomb. Measurements were made using a cold finger dewar operating
at 4.2K.
The observed magnetoreflection spectra are in most cases qualitatively
similar to those of pristine graphite, but show differences with regard to
resonant magnetic fields and in some cases also differences in resonant lineshapes. Illustrative spectra are shown in Fig. I for an acceptor compound
FOPblorizalion
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using (+) circular polarization for
an acceptor compound (FeC1. stage 7)
at a photon energy iwoo 0.295 eV and
a donor compound (Rb stage 6) at
w 0.335 eV. For comparison, traces
for graphite are shown at comiparablv
phoLon energien. The reon..nces art.
by the qu.mtu' i numYjr-, for
the initial and final states.

(FeC1 3 stage 7) and a donor compoundI (Rb stage 6).
For comparisons Sp~ :l'r
are a160 included lur pure grapitc aL sitailar photon energivs.
EaC1h -SL1UCture In Fig. 1 is identified with a K-point Landau level interband tratisiton,
specified by the quantum numbers for the initial and final states.
For all
compounds that have been studied, the resonant miagnetic field for a fr;ven
transition shifts to increasingly lower fields with increasing interc2ate
concentration for both, (+) and (-) senses of circular polarization.
Ph C.
shifts of the resonant magnetic fields for a given transition are much !ar-er for donor compounds than for acceptors of comparable stage. 'The intenlsity Of the resonances (magnitude of the percent reflectivity change) is reduced with respect to that in graphite because of a reduction in rolaxation
time and an increase in the magnitude of the zero field reflectivity (.
For example, at a photon energy of 'hui'%0.2 eV, R(0) is found to be -0.7,
0.8, 0.9 respectively for pristine graphite, graphite-FeCi3 stage 7, and
graphite-Rb stage 6.
Resonant Landau level transitions are observed and are analyzed by taking
spectra over a wide range of photon energies.
A suimmary of such results
for a typical intercalation compound is shown in Fig. 2, in which a comoarison with results for pristine graphite is included. From this analysis it is
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shown that for graphite intercalation compounds with stages n>4, the electronic structure within a few hundred millivolts of the Fermi levu2. is'._veIl
described by the graphite it-bands, with modifications to the band parameters
that can be measured quantitatively.
At constant U, the data in Fie. 2 and in "fan charts" constructe& "or
other samples, are well explained by a simple two-band mnodel .ipproxima:lon.
Nevertheless, the ma~is pairametert. determtined from such a inode' exibi
dependence on Tw, sir cc the Landau lcve. transitions in Fig. 2 fihow dt: .:rT'Iercvtures from a linear dependence beltwcet lv and resonant magnetic field.
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masses m and mi. thus obtained aro civen in Table 1 for a number of different samples. We note that in all cases, the mass parameters in the interTable 1

Results of analysis of magnetoreflection experiments
*

Intercalant

*

I

2

Stage

mc

(HOPG)

C

0.056

0.084

25.1

AlCl 3

8

0.056

0.076

26.0

6

0.054

0.076

26.6

FeCl3

7
5

0.055
0.054

0.079
0.075

26.1
26.6

Rb

6

0.045

0.065

31.7

(YO/)

calation compounds differ from the masses in %raphite by only a few percent,
with significantly larger changes in m and m, occurring in the donor Rb compound than in acceptors of comparable stage.
Analysis of the magnetoreflection spectra in Fig. 2, and in "fan charts"
obtained for other samples with n>4 show that these spectra can be explained
by dispersion relations which have the same form as the three-dimensional
Slonczewski-Weiss-McClure (SUMcC) band model for graphite, but with modified
values of the band parameter§.
Included in Table . are values for the S'McC
band parameter combination y0/yl, which is directly related to the reduced
effective mass m* [4].
Magnetoreflection resonances such as in Fig. 1 are not observed below a
certain photon energy, the cutoff energy Ex, which depends on both stage
and intercalate species. The cutoff of K-point interband transitions bolow
Ex is interpreted as due to the introduction of carriers by the intercalant,
resulting in a shift in Fermi level EF. Because of the Pauli exclusion principle, interband Landau level transitions are made from occupied valence to
unoccupied conduction states. The lowering of EF caused by the introduction
of holes in acceptor-type compounds leads to a cutoff of Landau level transitions as EF drops below the extremum of the magnetic subbands for the initial state. With increasing intercalate concentration, EF moves to lower energies, therefore increasing the magnitude of Ex . In donor-type compounds
the introduction of electrons causes EF to rise, leading to the cutoff of
interband transitions as EF rises above the extremum of the magnetic subbands
for the final state. Analysis of the measured cutoff photon energies yield:
the shift in the Fermi level relative to the K-puint band edge IEF-E ,,.
Results for several intercalants and stages are presented in Fig. 3, w:iure
the + sign in EF-E K is for donors and the - sign for acceptors. Of si nificance is the nmvch larger shift in the Fermi level in donor compounds
relative to acceptor compounds of similar stage, indicating a signific;intly
larger charge transfer in the case of donor compounds.
To carry out., ,:o'plete analysis of the magnetoreflection spectra, it is necessary to u:e Landau levels for intercalated graphite, and this is discussed below in Svction
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tercalants, the graphite value is obtained in
the limit (i/n)+O and is denoted by open squares.
The open triangle V is a Shubnikov-de 'Paas result from the present work and the closed triangle t is from magnetic susceptibility results
of DISALVO ET AL [12].

Shubnikov-de Haas Experiments

Having established that the electronic levels near the Fermi level are closely
identified with the graphite i-bands, it is of interest to explore the effect
of intercalation on the Fermi surface. In this connection Shubniko-.c Haas
(SdH) and other quantum transport experiments have been reported on a wide
variety of graphite intercalation compounds [5-8].
The mul'titude or exTer..mental results suggest that with careful sample preparation and characterization, a complete set of frequencies associated with each stage o,7 a civen
intercalation system can be obtained.
A number Qf careful experiments have
already been reported. Perhaps the most complete set of data has 'een obtained for the graphite-K system where SErEMATSU ET AL [6] give results for stages
n - 1,3,4 and we for n = 4,5,8.
Also, results for graphite-Rb compounds
have been previously reported, showing that the Fermi surfaces are not only
stage-dependent, but also vary from one alkali metal intercalant to another.
To obtain quantitative information on the stage dependence of these Fermi
surfaces, it is important to work with well-staged and characterized sam-'.lts.
Since the Fermi surfaces for the alkali metal compounds with the intercalants K and Rb are stage-dependent, staging fidelity is essential for obtaining reproducible experimental results for different samples o! the same
stage index.
Because of the instability of alkali-metal samples in tl,
presence of air and moisture, the samples are encapsulated in ampoutio : and
sample handling is done in an Argon-filled dry box (,. ppm oxygen content).
The stage of the samples was determined using (OOZ) x-ray drfra,-ion
,r.ifiles both before and after the Sdi! experiments, confirming t]at 2O sa:mvlies
were single-staged and that no desorption had occurred during the mcas;urc,,i.nts.
The four-point method was used to study the in-plane transverse m:n-nete,-

resistence in the temperature range 1.4;T!4.1K and in magnetic fields up to
15 Telsa.

The leadb were a'ttached to the sample using cunductiig
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always measured. Data acquisition was by computer, and the data were manipulated to obtain a Fourier power spectrum of resistance vs. 1/H, thereby
yielding the frequencies of SdH oscil!ations. These frequencies are related
to the extremal cross sections of the Fermi surface. The Fourier power soectra for the Sd1l frequencies for stages 4,5,8 graphite-potassium are presenotd
in Fig. 4.
During the course of these studies, a great deal of care was given to ensure the fidelity and reproducibility of the data.
For this reason, the experiment was performed on five potassium stage 5 samples and on one of these,
the measurements were repeated several weeks later after attaching new leads.
While x-ray profiles after each experimental step confirmed that the samples
retained their single stage identity, the magnetoresistance oscillations and
the relevant Fourier power spectra revealed nearly identical traces for these
stage 5 samples. Measurements done on potassium samples with different stages
or on rubidium samples, however, showed distinctly different SdHi frequencies.
In all cases the SdH frequencies were very different from those found in
pristine graphite. Hence our conclusion is that there is a unique set of
SdH frequencies and Fermi surfaces associated with each stage and donor intercalant (K,Rb). SUEMATSU ET AL [61 have also shown stage dependent de Haas-van
Alphen frequencies in stages 3 and 4 graphite-potassium compounds.
Graphite- Potassium
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Poorly-staged samples also give distinct SdH frequencies. In fact more
frequencies are found in mixed than in single-stag d samples. Saitnles .- C~wing the greatest stage fidelity also show the simplest SdH spectra.
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cylindrical rings. Deviations from two-dimensional behavior is measured by
small departures from the cylindrical angular dependence and by the observation of doublet SdH frequencies (Fig.4) which indicate different crosssectional areas at the K and H points in the Brillouin zone.
4.

Application of Energy Band Model

To interpret these Shubnikov-de Haas results a band model appropriate to a
range of intercalate stages is necessary. Such a ui-odel for the ele-tronic
dispersion relations E(k) for graphite intercalation compounds is ,lready
available in terms of a Hamiltonian based on the ST-McC three-diensio:n.,
model for the graphite w-bands [9].
In this model the c-axis su.erlatf.e
periodicity is included through a kz-axis ?one-folding of the energy levels.
A unitary transformation then transforms the matrix Hamiltonian into a layer
representation. For a stage n compound, n graphite layers are retained and
the (n+l)st layer is replaced as a first approximation by an empty intercalate layer and for more quantitative results by an intercalate layer which
interacts with the adjacent graphite bounding layers. In the "emutv ineOrcalate layer" model, the matrix Hamiltonian depends only on the graphite sand
parameters, and these are already known from previous experiments on pristine
graphite. The magnetoreflection experiment provides revised values for some
of these band parameters, as modified by the intercalation process. intercalant-specific interactions between the intercalant and the graphite bounding layer can then be introduced to obtain the final dispersion relations.
This model for the electronic dispersion relations has been applied to the
interpretation of th! observed SdH frenquencies. Since the most complete sctof experimental data is available for stage 5 graphite-K, the anplication o
the energy band model is made for this case. Thus in Fig. 6 are hvwn "e
electronic dispersion relations for the five valence and five conduct(io:bands appropriate to a stage 5 intercalation compound. The empir.ical po!mtion
of the Fermi level Er shown in Fig. 6 is adjusted to yield the best fit to the
experimental SdII frequencies, in this case corresponding to four partI
'l v
occupied conduction bands. The Fermi surface parameters obtained from t.his
model are listed in Table 2, including LalcuIated anc observed Sd!! frt.q'.:,ces 2(0) for II! c-.i xi:,, the. cy,.lut ron mas m'::,. at F1, tLite tr iunallI
w rin,.
asotulropy li;ted tj "1/k2, "ld tihe vci CLrl'n C'utIsI jy
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Table 2 Fermi surface parameters associated with stage 5 graphite-K
Fermi Surface
Parameters

K1

K-point Band Designations
K2
K3

K4

m /m0

0.143

0.115

0.0828

0.0511

ni(xl0 2 0cm- 3)

2.36

1.76

0.975

0.138

Frequencies 9(0)

401

300

163

26.7

Observed fA(0)
(Tesla)

453
430

290
267
243

191
152
135

0.68

0.77

Calculated SdH

24
18

Trigonal Warping
Anisotrophy k 1 k 2

0.91

1.00

Important for the larger cross-sectional areas with heavier masses, whereas
the smaller light mass cross-sections are circular. The generally good agreement of the observed 3dH frequencies with the empty intercalate layer mode'
of Fig.6 suggests that the affect of intercalant-graphire bounding layer InteracLions con be treated as a pertur'ation and ovaluited by fitting tie -,,i>c
quantitatively to the observed Sdll frequencies.
it should be lioted that :l..
volumes o. the carrier pockets for the four occupied bands In Fig. 6 correspond to a charge transfer of '%0.3 electrons per intercalant into these carrier
pockets, suggesting that other carrier pockets could be present elsewhere in

the Brillouin zone.
5.

Lndau Level. Calculation

The
empty intercalate luyer model used to caculate the Fermi surface cann
......................................

also be applied to compute the Landau levels.
The results of such a calculation are shown in Fig. 7 for a stage 3 intercalation compound. For a
Scz2213 (enply Idttice)
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Magnetic field dependence of the

four lowest quantum number Landau levels
k -O for a stage 3 graphite intercalationZcompound, calculated on the basis of
an'empty intercalate layer"model. The
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a

I
is

middle set of levels correspond to the E 3
.levels of graphite while the upper and lower
sets correspond respectively to the E l and
E levels.

stage 3 compound, model calculations yield three conduction bands and three
valence bands, such that two of the three conduction and valence bands lie

close to each other in the vicinity of the HK axis, leaving one higher-lying
conduction band and one lower-lying valence band. (See Fig.6 where the levels
for a stage 5 compound are shown.) The near-degeneracy of the four bands _or
the case of stage 3 results in magnetic level crossings as shown in Fig.7.
In this calculation the trigonal warping is also neglected.(Y 3 =0) and only
linear K terms in the off-diagonal magnetic Hamiltonian are retained. Under
these assumptions the Landau levels can be calculated exactly and the usual
optical selection rules apply (An=±l). The central set of levels in Fig. 7
correspond to the K and H point transitions between the pristine graphite
E3 bands, including levels arising from k -axis zone folding. On the other
hand, the upper and lower Landau levels of Fig. 7 are associated with the
El and E2 graphite bands. Landau level transitions involving these bands
are analogous to the H-point transitions in pristine graphite.
Assuming that the Fermi level in a stage 3 donor compound lies between the
central and upper group of magnetic energy levels (see Fig.7), additional
sets of Landau level transitions are predicted, corresponding to the excitaSuch
tion of an electron from the central set of levels to the upper set.
excitations require a photon energy of n0.6eV which is in excess of the pho-

ton energies employed to date in the magnetoreflection experiments on Intercalated graphite. The Landau level calculation itself is vital for the detailed analysis of the magnetoreflection experiment with regard to identification of the observed resonant structures, selection rules for Landau
level transitions and lineshape analysis for determination of the resonant
point within the experimental linewidth. To carry out such a detailed analysis it is necessary to include explicitly the interaction between the
intercalant and the graphite bounding layers. In turn, such an analysis
provides a sensitive method for the experimental determination of the magnitude of these interaction parameters.
The Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations in the conductivity are also related
to the Landau levels shown in Fig. 7. However, for those cross sections
with fast frequencies where trigonal warping (see Table 2) is important, i
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is necessary to also include explicitly the trigonal. warping parameter ";
and higher terms in K in order to make a quantitative fit to be experimental
Sd}[ frequencies. A systematic fit of both Shubnikov-de Haas and magnetoreflection data for a single series of. compounds is now underway and is expected to result in precise determination of the interaction between the intercalant and the grapl'iLe bounding layers.
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